
Sr. No. Complaint ID Complaint Channel
1 113449 Sprite advertisement is against our social norms, . 8Xmusic

2 113415
Hi,I would like to inform you about ARY morning show which hosted by Faisal Quershi, is so vulgar.Few days back, I saw it repeated show in which he made a 
contest like \"miss world\". In which women did modeling and they promote it. All the guest are models and one of them wore \"miss Pakistan\" I condemned this and 
want you take strict action about this show. In Islamic republic of Pakistan how this type of shows allowed to go on air?RegardsSL, email

ARY Digital

3 113436 In drama they are promoting Indian culture, In drama they are promoting Indian culture ARY Digital
4 113443 complaint about Jalan Program , its very cheap kindly take action, jalan Drama is very cheap kindly take action please ARY Digital

5 113450
Mr. Lutf Ali is complaining about dressing of girls in program that they are wearing tight jeans., Channel must make a dress code and restrict females not to wear tight 
jeans.

ARY Digital

6 113451

Hi there is a drama that is currently on air n ARY n thursday at 8pm which contains indecent and bold content which is against our religious and cultural aspects. So my 
request to PEMRA to take action on this drama and close it if possible. Thanks

, email

ARY Digital

7 113457

Kindly take a notice and ban Jalan drama which is currently airing on ARY Digital. This drama is promoting vulgarity by showing  inappropriate scenes  between 
Behnoi and Saali  and hence affecting our cultural and religious sentiments. Thankyou! 

, email

ARY Digital

8 113458

Take a immediate action againts drama serial Jalan currently airing on ARY Digital.This drama destroys our cultural values by showing  bold scenes and illegal 
relationship between saali and behnoi. 

, email

ARY Digital

9 113460
You should ban JALAN drama which is presently airing on ARY digital....this drama is just promoting behayai and besharmi... And you are just relaxing...
Do what you have to and take serious action on this... 

, email

ARY Digital

10 113462

I want to pay your attention on Ary digital drama which is currently on airing. This drama is on the peak of vulgarity kindly take action . Most importantly they are 
showing bold scenes between sister in law (Sali) and Brother in law (Behnoi).

, email

ARY Digital

11 113464
It is requested with due respect to look meticulously the the contents which pakistani dramas are showing and spoiling the generations. Jalan specifically and other 
dramas mostly are showing domestic violence is getting imbibed in society. In every drama there\'s \'Talaq\', second marriages and affairs. Kindly ban all dramas or 
strictly take actions against the channels.Best Regards., email

ARY Digital

12 113465

it is stated that the drama serial; "Jalan" has been started on ARY Digital. the drama serial is against the social, ethical and cultural norms of our beloved country 
Pakistan. please stop its airing as this is proliferating the cultural and ethical values of the females in the Pakistani society. 
Thanks 

Yours sincerely,
Umair Nasir

, email

ARY Digital

13 113466

This jalan daram is against the social nd religious values of our country . kindly Make ban such dramas which distroy our values. 

Sent from my Huawei Mobile

, email

ARY Digital

14 113468
Dear Sir,We are leaving in Islamic Republic of Pakistan. We are Muslims and have religious norms and values. We have to spread religious values rather than to 
destroy religious values and norms. Now a days, drama serial (Jalan) is spreading soft porn among young generation. What the hell is this drama representing? A sister 
is in love with with her sister\'s husband. What kind of lesson young generation adopt by seeing this kind of drama. Kindly ban such type of dramas. , email

ARY Digital

15 113472

جناب محترم جيسا کہ آپ نے هم ٹی وی کا ڈرامہ اور اے آر واٸ کے ڈرامہ عشقيہ کے خالف بہت اچها اقدام کيا جو همارے اقدار اور روايت کے منافی ڈرامہ تها ۔ادی طرح ايک اور ڈرامہ جلن جو اے۔ آر 
۔وائی کا ڈرامہ هے اس ميں بهی ايک لڑکی کو اپنے بہنوئی کے ساته عشق ميں گرفتار ديکهايا هے اور بہت ہی واہيات قسم کے سين ديکهاۓ جارہے هيں جس سے نئی نسل پر انتہائی بُرے اثرات مرتب هو 

رہے هيں اميد هے کہ آپ اس پر توجہ ديکر اس پر پابندی عائيد کريں گے ۔  جزاك هللاُ  

.Sent from my Galaxy smartphone

email ,

ARY Digital

16 113473

Respected members of Pemra
It is my utmost request to please ban Jalan drama on ARY digital because this drama is completely nonsense and producing bad impacts on our generations and it is a 
threat to our precious relationships. It is promoting vulgarity and theme of the project is not ethical
Please take serious action against this vulgar drama 
Thank you

On Wed, Sep 9, 2020, 2:02 AM Omaya Tariq  wrote:
Respected members of Pemra
It is my utmost request to please ban Jalan drama on ARY digital because this drama is completely nonsense and producing bad impacts on our generations and it is a 
threat to our precious relationships. It is promoting vulgarity and theme of the project is not ethical
Please take serious action against this vulgar drama 
Thank you
, email

ARY Digital

17 113474

Hi,

I hope you are doing good. I’m writing this email to register my complain against ARY DIGITAL DRAMA “JALAN” and 
“NAND” as they are portraying our relations in such a negative and poisonous way just to get more and more rating. Please put limitation on the type of content they 
are showing on TV. 

Thank you so much.
Have a great day.

Regards,
Gul J.
, email

ARY Digital
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18 113482

Dear Pemra

I would like to highly appreciate your recent strict action against re on airing of Tv Serial " Pyar Ke sadqe" & "Ishqiya". I also appreciate your warning against Tv 
Serial "Jalan". I would like to request you to Ban Tv Serial "Jalan" currently airing at ARY Digital) immediately this serial and the content of this serial is not watchable 
for our families and society. 

Thank You

Regards: Muhammad Fahad

"I testify that there is No God but Allah & Prophet Muhammad ملسو هيلع هللا ىلص is the last messenger of Allah".

, email

ARY Digital

19 113483

Sir i have complaint against ARY DIGITAL drama GHISI PITI MUHABAT
        It is promoting Flirtism and vulgarity
One girl has affairs with 4-5 men and Uncles have affairs with girls and romance with them so rude to show this drama

, email

ARY Digital

20 113489

slander against moral life of the country, Against Integrity of Armed Forces of pakistan, Against Judiciary, Bring into contempt Pakistan or its people, Contempt of 
court, Denigrates children , Denigrates men or women to have the effect of being independent or derogatory, Encouraging Violence, Ethnic Discrimination, 
Pornography, Airing very cheap discussion in the Morning show recently discuss the on air issue of recently raped child taking about reap, kindly its not education of  
Islam kindly take action ,

ARY Digital

21 113491

y p y g p g g
She asked the traumatised parents the tiniest details of how their child was violated, tortured and murdered. The mother sobbed inconsolably while the poor father 
struggled to describe the indescribable. 
This host has been known to go to the most bizarre and insensitive lengths to secure good ratings for her show but this time she crossed all limits of professional and 
human integrity. 
What was the purpose of this show? To provide a graphic imagery of the vilest crime committed? To agonise the parents further? To make money from 
sensationalizing a sin?
Shame on the host, the program team and the channel for shredding human values to bits and stooping to such a low.

I request you to kindly take strong actions against this show and show them the right path. 
This show has also done a lot of similar issues in the past.
They will also keep doing the similar things in the future if you don't take any action.

Please save our society.
jazaakAllah khairan.
, Nida Yasir recently invited the parents of 5 year old Marwah to her morning show and probed them at length about the gruesome murder of their child. 
She asked the traumatised parents the tiniest details of how their child was violated, tortured and murdered. The mother sobbed inconsolably while the poor father 
struggled to describe the indescribable. 
This host has been known to go to the most bizarre and insensitive lengths to secure good ratings for her show but this time she crossed all limits of professional and 
human integrity. 
What was the purpose of this show? To provide a graphic imagery of the vilest crime committed? To agonise the parents further? To make money from 
sensationalizing a sin?
Shame on the host, the program team and the channel for shredding human values to bits and stooping to such a low.

I request you to kindly take strong actions against this show and show them the right path. 
This show has also done a lot of similar issues in the past.
They will also keep doing the similar things in the future if you don't take any action.

ARY Digital

22 113492

Hatred, Obscenity, Pornography, Nida Yasir recently invited the parents of 5 year old Marwah to her morning show and probed them at length about the gruesome 
murder of their child. 
She asked the traumatised parents the tiniest details of how their child was violated, tortured and murdered. The mother sobbed inconsolably while the poor father 
struggled to describe the indescribable. 
This host has been known to go to the most bizarre and insensitive lengths to secure good ratings for her show but this time she crossed all limits of professional and 
human integrity. 
What was the purpose of this show? To provide a graphic imagery of the vilest crime committed? To agonise the parents further? To make money from 
sensationalizing a sin?
Shame on the host, the program team and the channel for shredding human values to bits and stooping to such a low.

I request you to kindly take strong actions against this show and show them the right path. 
This show has also done a lot of similar issues in the past.
They will also keep doing the similar things in the future if you don't take any action.

Please save our society.
jazaakAllah khairan.
, kindly take action plz

ARY Digital

23 113493

Nida Yasir recently invited the parents of 5 year old Marwah to her morning show and probed them at length about the gruesome murder of their child. 
She asked the traumatised parents the tiniest details of how their child was violated, tortured and murdered. The mother sobbed inconsolably while the poor father 
struggled to describe the indescribable. 
This host has been known to go to the most bizarre and insensitive lengths to secure good ratings for her show but this time she crossed all limits of professional and 
human integrity. 
What was the purpose of this show? To provide a graphic imagery of the vilest crime committed? To agonise the parents further? To make money from 
sensationalizing a sin?
Shame on the host, the program team and the channel for shredding human values to bits and stooping to such a low.

I request you to kindly take strong actions against this show and show them the right path. 
This show has also done a lot of similar issues in the past.
They will also keep doing the similar things in the future if you don't take any action.

Please save our society.
jazaakAllah khairan.
, kindly take Action please as rules of PEMRA

ARY Digital
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24 113494

y p y g p g g
She asked the traumatised parents the tiniest details of how their child was violated, tortured and murdered. The mother sobbed inconsolably while the poor father 
struggled to describe the indescribable. 
This host has been known to go to the most bizarre and insensitive lengths to secure good ratings for her show but this time she crossed all limits of professional and 
human integrity. 
What was the purpose of this show? To provide a graphic imagery of the vilest crime committed? To agonise the parents further? To make money from 
sensationalizing a sin?
Shame on the host, the program team and the channel for shredding human values to bits and stooping to such a low.

I request you to kindly take strong actions against this show and show them the right path. 
This show has also done a lot of similar issues in the past.
They will also keep doing the similar things in the future if you don't take any action.

Please save our society.
jazaakAllah khairan.
, Nida Yasir recently invited the parents of 5 year old Marwah to her morning show and probed them at length about the gruesome murder of their child. 
She asked the traumatised parents the tiniest details of how their child was violated, tortured and murdered. The mother sobbed inconsolably while the poor father 
struggled to describe the indescribable. 
This host has been known to go to the most bizarre and insensitive lengths to secure good ratings for her show but this time she crossed all limits of professional and 
human integrity. 
What was the purpose of this show? To provide a graphic imagery of the vilest crime committed? To agonise the parents further? To make money from 
sensationalizing a sin?
Shame on the host, the program team and the channel for shredding human values to bits and stooping to such a low.

I request you to kindly take strong actions against this show and show them the right path. 
This show has also done a lot of similar issues in the past.
They will also keep doing the similar things in the future if you don't take any action.

ARY Digital

25 113495 Hatred, In this morning show Nida Yasir asking the  mother of girl indecent cross question which paneful for a mother of girl please take notice, stop ARY Digital

26 113496
Hatred, Slander against basic cultural values, morality and good manners, In this show Nida yasir Host call marwa parents and again discuss rap case and now take 
action Ban this Channels and stop this morning show, necessary action

ARY Digital

27 113497 In this program Nida yasir call the parents and asking cross question which is indecent and against the morality and culture so  please take action ARY Digital

28 113498

Sir, the issue is described in below case:

Nida Yasir recently invited the parents of 5 year old Marwah to her morning show and probed them at length about the gruesome murder of their child. 
She asked the traumatised parents the tiniest details of how their child was violated, tortured and murdered. The mother sobbed inconsolably while the poor father 
struggled to describe the indescribable. 
This host has been known to go to the most bizarre and insensitive lengths to secure good ratings for her show but this time she crossed all limits of professional and 
human integrity. 
What was the purpose of this show? To provide a graphic imagery of the vilest crime committed? To agonise the parents further? To make money from 
sensationalizing a sin?
Shame on the host, the program team and the channel for shredding human values to bits and stooping to such a low.

I request you to kindly take strong actions against this show and show them the right path. 
This show has also done a lot of similar issues in the past.
They will also keep doing the similar things in the future if you don't take any action.

Please save our society.
jazaakAllah khairan.

, email

ARY Digital

29 113499

Hi,
It seems like that after so long PEMRA has started to worry about the content being put out. We really appreciate it, however, the authorities must look into Nida 
Yasir morning host show. It is one thing to invite the parents of the 5year old rape victim to the show, but it is beyond disgusting to ask them details of the incident and 
what not while on the show when the case hasn’t been resolved. She was not creating awareness or lying out facts but merely finding out details. This is not good at 
any level. It is not sound and rational for her to invite those parents, when case is on national tv highlight concerning the sensitivity of the issue. Yes, she may have 
invited parents for fairness and justice and bring issue to spotlight, but her way and questions asked were inappropriate! 

Thanks

Sent from my iPhone
, email

ARY Digital

30 113500

This woman has stepped boundaries and asks the most inhumane questions from victims and victim blames like as in the cases of rape and APS attacks!

BAN her show GOODMORNING PAKISTAN on ARY!!
, email

ARY Digital

31 113501

I want to register a complaint about nida yasir morning show.
 Nida and her show should be banned after her inhumane act of inviting poor marwah’s parents to her show and asking them those brutal questions..
#bannidayasirshow

Regards,
Maham Ehsan

, email

ARY Digital
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32 113502

Nida Yasir recently invited the parents of 5 year old Marwah to her morning show and probed them at length about the gruesome murder of their child. 

She asked the traumatised parents the tiniest details of how their child was violated, tortured and murdered. The mother sobbed inconsolably while the poor father 
struggled to describe the indescribable. 

This host has been known to go to the most bizarre and insensitive lengths to secure good ratings for her show but this time she crossed all limits of professional and 
human integrity. 

What was the purpose of this show? To provide a graphic imagery of the vilest crime committed? To agonise the parents further? To make money from 
sensationalizing a sin?

Shame on the host, the program team and the channel for shredding human values to bits and stooping to such a low.

PEMRA complaint register a complaint against Nida Yasir, the Morning Show itself and ARY 

Nida Yasir ought to be banned from doing a live show.

ARY Digital

33 113503

Nida Yasir recently invited the parents of 5 year old Marwah to her morning show and probed them at length about the gruesome murder of their child. She asked the 
traumatised parents the tiniest details of how their child was violated, tortured and murdered. The mother sobbed inconsolably while the poor father struggled to 
describe the indescribable. This host has been known to go to the most bizarre and insensitive lengths to secure good ratings for her show but this time she crossed all 
limits of professional and human integrity. What was the purpose of this show? To provide a graphic imagery of the vilest crime committed? To agonise the parents 
further? To make money from sensationalizing a sin?Shame on the host, the program team and the channel for shredding human values to bits and stooping to such a 
low.PEMRA complaint register a complaint against Nida Yasir, the Morning Show itself and ARY Nida Yasir ought to be banned from doing a live show.

ARY Digital

34 113504

Hello,

I want to register my complaint against Nida Yasir who recently invited the parents of Mawrah (the child who got raped) on her morning show and asked them 
insensitive questions and made them revisit the bitter memories of her rape. 
This woman has also been showcasing insensitivity for ratings occasionally which is extremely problematic since she is a public figure. 
I request a lifetime ban on this woman and give that airtime to someother program/host which/who is a bit more educational and recreational than her absurd morning 
show.
Thankyou!

-Zehra.

Sent from Zehra’s iPhone=

, email

ARY Digital

35 113505

Dear Sir/Madam

I am writing this email to you because I want to complain about the Morning show 'GOOD MORNING PAKISTAN' hosted by NIDA YASIR on ARY Digital. As you 
know that couple of days ago, Marwah, a five year old girl in Karachi was found dead from a garbage heap. Nida is so insensitive that she invited Marwah's parents on 
the show and asked them to explain the story from A to Z. She went on further to make the parents revisit the agony, pain and distress as she kept asking to 'tell again 
and narrate the incident again' for the viewers. Is it that easy to repeat the story again and again?
In the past also Nida has a record of inviting such people just to gain cheap popularity. I request you humbly to please have a look at that show and ban her show 
forever. 

Best Regards, 
Iqra Munawar

ARY Digital

36 113506

To whom it may concern, 

Over the past several years many people have demanded and requested to ban Nida Yasir's show due to creating insensitive content. 

Recently, on her show the host invited the parents of the child who was raped and killed in Karachi. And repeatedly kept asking very sensitive questions and showed 
inhumane behaviour and no empathy to the parents who just lost their child. 

She also invited some other guests on the show who were nicely dressed and didn't seem to care much about the entire case. 

Nida Yasir's show has time and again provided viewers with irrelevant and sensitive content. The entire team of the show really did cross the line this time! Strict action 
is required against her show! 

Thanks, 
Rameen 
, email

ARY Digital

37 113507

To whom it may concern.

Sir,
I want to register a complaint against The Morning Show hosted by Nida Yasir and ARY Network. They aired a show recently in which Nida Yasir invited the parents 
of 5 year old Marwah and probed them at length about the gruesome murder of their child. 

She asked the traumatised parents the tiniest details of how their child was violated, tortured and murdered. She is known to go to the most bizarre and insensitive 
lengths to secure good ratings for her show but this time she crossed all limits of professional and human integrity. 

Nida Yasir ought to be banned from doing a live show and all of the content aired should be monitored by the authorities.

Hope you will look into this matter.

Regards,
A Concerned Citizen.

, email

ARY Digital
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38 113508

Dear Concerned,

Nida Yasir (ARY Digital) recently invited the parents of 5 year old Marwah to her morning show and probed them at length about the gruesome murder of their child. 

She asked the traumatised parents the tiniest details of how their child was violated, tortured and murdered. The mother sobbed inconsolably while the poor father 
struggled to describe the indescribable. 

This host has been known to go to the most bizarre and insensitive lengths to secure good ratings for her show but this time she crossed all limits of professional and 
human integrity. 

What was the purpose of this show? To provide a graphic imagery of the vilest crime committed? To agonise the parents further? To make money from 
sensationalizing a sin?

I would request PEMRA to impose heavy fines on the channel and a lifetime ban on this insensitive woman who is a disgrace to watch.

Please treat this email as a complaint against Nida Yasir, the Morning Show itself and ARY Entertainment. 

Nida Yasir ought to be banned from doing a live show.

Looking forward to a prompt and befitting action from PEMRA. 

Regards,
Imran

, email

ARY Digital

39 113509

This email is with regards to a recent show down by Nida Yasir, on the channel ARY. The show entailed a very insensitive narrative all for the sake of some ratings. 
Nida Yasir called the parents of recently deceased 5 year old girl, Marwah who was ruthlessly killed after being raped. What was the point of calling the parents and 
asking them to tell in detail all that happened! 
It is beyond unacceptable to call grieving parents to relive their worst days just so these big corporations can cash off their misery. Please do your job and BAN NIDA 
YASIR AND HER MORNING SHOW. 
Thank you. 

, email

ARY Digital

40 113510 Today again on Air drama Jalan which is Ban from PEMRA please take action ARY Digital

41 113512

Hi 
I want to report indecent content being made on a certain morning show called Good Morning Pakistan on ARY digital. This episode in question consisted of using 
someone else's misery for TRPs and own personal benefit. This certain show has been making cheap content on a daily basis since last few years. Please monitor the 
content closely and take some serious action against it.

YouTube Link: https://m.youtube.com/watch?feature=share&v=dB1COF8JUq4

, email

ARY Digital

42 113514

https://m.youtube.com/watch?feature=share&v=dB1COF8JUq4

Nida Yasir had the audacity to sensationalize a magnanimous tragedy of rape and murder of a child, by bringing in the poor distraught parents and making them narrate 
their painful ordeal on live television. The probing questions pierced my heart. How is this acceptable content? ARY and Nida Yasir should be ashamed of themselves. I 
demand canceling of this morning show and banning of this woman from all networks. What she did in this video is absolutely criminal. I hope PEMRA will take 
appropriate action. 

Regards 

Mrs Saira Malik 

, email

ARY Digital

43 113515

Hello sir how are you.. sir the purposenof this mail is to tell you that the tv show on bol tv " the tiktok show" is  streaming the videos with indian background music... 
sir this is very bad behaviour of channel.... kindly ban this show or asked them not to play indian music in programme..thanks.... hope you will pay attention to my 
mail...thanks again

Get Outlook for Android

, email

ARY Digital

44 113517 In this program discuss rap case which is against our cultural and Moriarty  Ban this program ARY Digital
45 113518 In this program please Ban due to victim interview and highlight all over the world once again which is again our morality and cultural, Plz Ban ARY Digital
46 113521 pleas Ban on Morning Show in which the host call Marwa case discuss in the morning show which is against our society, take action ARY Digital
47 113523 please Ban NIda yasir show ARY digital ARY Digital
48 113524 In this program Nida yasir , call Marwa Murder case and asking indecent question which against our culture and society, please take action and Ban ARY Digital
49 113525 Please Ban Nida Yasir Morning show ARY Digital ARY Digital
50 113526 Pleas Ban this program morning show and call host ARY Digital which against the morality ARY Digital
51 113527 Nida Yasir show should be banned .. she invited parents of victim girl in show ., . ARY Digital
52 113528 Good morning show of Nida Yasir should be banned as she invited parents of murdered girl and asked unethical questions ., . ARY Digital

53 113529
Nada Yasir Morning Show
Guest aati he to un ke miss behevior sahe nhi hota, .

ARY Digital

54 113530
Nada Yasir Morning Show
Guest aati he to un ke miss behevior sahe nhi hota, .

ARY Digital

55 113531
Slanders against individual or certain groups, The Content of Program was not suitable for society as the young girl murdered after rape and her family was invited in 
program. The program host inquired about the incident which may leads to shatter the feelings of people. The complainant also urged nobody has right to inquire or 
investigate about the hardship and grief of any aggrieved family., Identity of aggrieved party should not be shown and should not be investigated.

ARY Digital

56 113532 Rape victom Marwah from Rawalpindi parents and questions about rapel ARY Digital
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57 113533

Programme Host Nida Yasir invited parents of a rape victim Marwa, who was raped and brutally murdered in Larachi. 
The host asked disturbing question from the victim's mother about the appearance of Marwa after being found dead. After which the mother of the victim couldn't hold 
her tears and cried and unable to answer question., A number of callers have called and lodged complaints against the distressing and disturbing behaviors of morning 
show host Nida Yasir. 
It is suggested that stern action should be taken against the programm, channel and the host.

ARY Digital

58 113534 Rape Victims Marwah Parents invite in show and Questions aboutl ARY Digital
59 113535 Rape Victim Marwah Parents Invite In Show And Ask Abusive Questionsl ARY Digital
60 113536 Rape Victim Marwah Parents Invite In Show And Ask sensitive Questionsl ARY Digital
61 113537 Rape Victim Marwah Parents Invite In Show And Ask sensitive Questionsl ARY Digital
62 113538 Rape Victim Marwah Parents Invite In Show And Ask sensitive Questionsl ARY Digital

63 113539

Complaint/Remarks:
Nida Yasir recently invited the parents of 5 year old Marwah to her morning show and probed them at length about the gruesome murder of their child. She asked the 
traumatised parents the tiniest details of how their child was violated, tortured and murdered. The mother sobbed inconsolably while the poor father struggled to 
describe the indescribable. This host has been known to go to the most bizarre and insensitive lengths to secure good ratings for her show but this time she crossed all 
limits of professional and human integrity. What was the purpose of this show? To provide a graphic imagery of the vilest crime committed? To agonise the parents 
further? To make money from sensationalizing a sin? Shame on the host, the program team and the channel for shredding human values to bits and stooping to such a 
low. I request you to kindly take strong actions against this show and show them the right path. This show has also done a lot of similar issues in the past. They will 
also keep doing the similar things in the future if you don't take any action. Please save our society. jazaakAllah khairan.
, .

ARY Digital

64 113540

Complaint/Remarks:
Nida Yasir recently invited the parents of 5 year old Marwah to her morning show and probed them at length about the gruesome murder of their child. She asked the 
traumatised parents the tiniest details of how their child was violated, tortured and murdered. The mother sobbed inconsolably while the poor father struggled to 
describe the indescribable. This host has been known to go to the most bizarre and insensitive lengths to secure good ratings for her show but this time she crossed all 
limits of professional and human integrity. What was the purpose of this show? To provide a graphic imagery of the vilest crime committed? To agonise the parents 
further? To make money from sensationalizing a sin? Shame on the host, the program team and the channel for shredding human values to bits and stooping to such a 
low. I request you to kindly take strong actions against this show and show them the right path. This show has also done a lot of similar issues in the past. They will 
also keep doing the similar things in the future if you don't take any action. Please save our society. jazaakAllah khairan.
, .

ARY Digital

65 113542

Complaint/Remarks:
Nida Yasir recently invited the parents of 5 year old Marwah to her morning show and probed them at length about the gruesome murder of their child. She asked the 
traumatised parents the tiniest details of how their child was violated, tortured and murdered. The mother sobbed inconsolably while the poor father struggled to 
describe the indescribable. This host has been known to go to the most bizarre and insensitive lengths to secure good ratings for her show but this time she crossed all 
limits of professional and human integrity. What was the purpose of this show? To provide a graphic imagery of the vilest crime committed? To agonise the parents 
further? To make money from sensationalizing a sin? Shame on the host, the program team and the channel for shredding human values to bits and stooping to such a 
low. I request you to kindly take strong actions against this show and show them the right path. This show has also done a lot of similar issues in the past. They will 
also keep doing the similar things in the future if you don't take any action. Please save our society. jazaakAllah khairan.
l

ARY Digital

66 113543 victim of rape case Marwah,s Parents invite in show and ask sensitive questions, nii ARY Digital

67 113544

Complaint/Remarks:
Nida Yasir recently invited the parents of 5 year old Marwah to her morning show and probed them at length about the gruesome murder of their child. She asked the 
traumatised parents the tiniest details of how their child was violated, tortured and murdered. The mother sobbed inconsolably while the poor father struggled to 
describe the indescribable. This host has been known to go to the most bizarre and insensitive lengths to secure good ratings for her show but this time she crossed all 
limits of professional and human integrity. What was the purpose of this show? To provide a graphic imagery of the vilest crime committed? To agonise the parents 
further? To make money from sensationalizing a sin? Shame on the host, the program team and the channel for shredding human values to bits and stooping to such a 
low. I request you to kindly take strong actions against this show and show them the right path. This show has also done a lot of similar issues in the past. They will 
also keep doing the similar things in the future if you don't take any action. Please save our society. jazaakAllah khairan.
l

ARY Digital

68 113545 NIda Yasir Invite Rape Case Victim Marwah,s Parents And Ask Sensitive Questionsl ARY Digital
69 113546 Nida Yasir Invite Rape Case Victim Marwah,s Parents And Ask Sensitive Questionl ARY Digital
70 113547 Nida Yasir Invite Rape Case Victim Marwah,s Parents And Ask Sensitive Questionl ARY Digital

71 113548
Nida Yasir Invite Rape Case Victim Marwah,s Parents And Ask Sensitive Question 
 Ban this show

ARY Digital

72 113549 Nida Yasir Invite Rape Case Victim Marwah,s Parents And Ask Sensitive Questionl ARY Digital
73 113550 Nida Yasir Invite Rape Case Victim Marwah,s Parents And Ask Sensitive Questionl ARY Digital
74 113551 Nida Yasir Invite Rape Case Victim Marwah,s Parents And Ask Sensitive Questionl ARY Digital
75 113552 Nida Yasir Invite Rape Case Victim Marwah,s Parents And Ask Sensitive Questionl ARY Digital
76 113553 Nida Yasir Invite Rape Case Victim Marwah,s Parents And Ask Sensitive Questionl ARY Digital
77 113554 Nida Yasir Invite Rape Case Victim Marwah,s Parents And Ask Sensitive Questionl ARY Digital
78 113555 Nida Yasir Invite Rape Case Victim Marwah,s Parents And Ask Sensitive Questionl ARY Digital

79 113556
Nida Yasir Invite Rape Case Victim Marwah,s Parents And Ask Sensitive Question

ban this programl
ARY Digital

80 113557
Nida Yasir Invite Rape Case Victim Marwah,s Parents And Ask Sensitive Question

ban this programl
ARY Digital

81 113558
Nida Yasir Invite Rape Case Victim Marwah,s Parents And Ask Sensitive Question

ban this programl
ARY Digital

82 113559
Nida Yasir Invite Rape Case Victim Marwah,s Parents And Ask Sensitive Question

ban this programl
ARY Digital

83 113561
Nida Yasir Invite Rape Case Victim Marwah,s Parents And Ask Sensitive Question

ban this programl
ARY Digital

84 113562
Nida Yasir Invite Rape Case Victim Marwah,s Parents And Ask Sensitive Question

ban this programl
ARY Digital

85 113563
Nida Yasir Invite Rape Case Victim Marwah,s Parents And Ask Sensitive Question

ban this programl
ARY Digital
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86 113564
Nida Yasir Invite Rape Case Victim Marwah,s Parents And Ask Sensitive Question

ban this programl
ARY Digital

87 113565 Please ban this program due to unethical question ARY Digital
88 113566 Please take action against Nida Yasir,ARY Digital due to Marwa murder case investigation ARY Digital
89 113567 Please stop and Ban Nida yasir Morning Show due discussion of Marwa Case ARY Digital
90 113568 Please Ban Nida Yasir Show on ARY Digital ARY Digital
91 113569 Please take action due to oniar Marwa Murder case and asking Indecent Question ARY Digital
92 113570 Please Ban ARY Digital Channels due to discuss and call Marwa Murder Case ARY Digital
93 113571 Please take action and Suspend the license of ARY Digital due to using indecent word of victim Marwa Murder case ARY Digital
94 113572 Please take action Nida Yasir, ARY Digital Morning Show , which is using Indecent words ARY Digital
95 113573 Please Ban Nida yasir, ARY Digital Morning Show due to Indecent question of Victim ARY Digital
96 113574 Please Ban Nida Yasir Morning Show , onair ARY Digital in which using uneshical words with parents of Marwa ARY Digital
97 113575 Please Suspend ARY Digital channels which is on air unethical words with the parents of Marwa Murder case ARY Digital
98 113576 Please take action aginst Nida Yasir, Host ,Morning Show on air ARY Digital in which on air Indecent words with the parents of Marwa ARY Digital
99 113577 Nida Yasir Call Marwa Parents and Unethical and using Indecent words they are also some time mistake so please take action and Ban ARY Digital

100 113578 Please take action ARY Digital , Nida yasir, and Ban morning show ARY Digital
101 113579 Indecent question and heart the sentiment of viewers please take action ARY Digital

102 113580
My question is that why Nida yasir Call Victim of Murder case which is already in investigation and under trail the court please take aciton and Ban due using indecent 
words

ARY Digital

103 113581 My complain against NIda yasir show ,ARY Digital and call the parents of Marwa Victim , please take action against Nida yasir ,ARY Ban ARY Digital
104 113582 Nida Yasir call Rap vitim and insulting during crass qestion so please take action and Ban ARY Digital , and Morning Show ARY Digital
105 113583 ARY Digital show Marwa Victim and using insulting behavior  please Ban Nida yasir ARY Digital
106 113585 Please take action and Ban ARY digital, Nida Yasir, Morning show ARY Digital
107 113586 Nida yasir Morning Show not discuss the issue which is against the norm ARY Digital
108 113587 Nida Yasir , Morning show who are they why she was investigated about Marwa case on air all over the world ARY Digital
109 113588 Nida yasri , Morning Show only the show of rating increasing and media competition so please take action ARY Digital
110 113589 Indecent of question why Nida yasir show morning ARY Digital please Ban ARY Digital
111 113590 Please Ban Nida Yasir, why cross question, why investigation , using indecent words so please take action ARY Digital
112 113591 Good Morning Pakistan must be ban due to unethical question ARY Digital
113 113592 Why investigate Nida Yasir, Host Morning Show, must be Ban ARY Digital
114 113593 Marwa case why investigation and using indecent question this is bad impression on society ARY Digital
115 113594 Please Ban Nida Yasir show ARY Digital
116 113596 Why Nida yasir investigate indecent show please ban ARY Digital
117 113597 Please Ban ARY Digital and Nida yasir show ARY Digital
118 113598 Please BAn ary digital , Nida yasir show ARY Digital
119 113599 please Ban due to rating increasing and contempt the indecent words ARY Digital
120 113600 Please take action aginst Nida yasir ARY Digital show ARY Digital
121 113601 Please  Ban Nida yasir why she was investigation Marwa case ARY Digital
122 113602 please ban this morning show which call Marwa case parents and using indecent words ARY Digital
123 113603 Ban ARY digital program Nida Yasir ARY Digital
124 113604 Please take action against NIda yasir , Morning show please Ban ARY Digital

125 113605
Please take action against NIda yasir , about interview
Ban please

ARY Digital

126 113606 Please take action ARY Digital ARY Digital
127 113607 Please Ban this channels and suspend his licesen take action immediately ARY Digital
128 113608 Nida Yasir Invite parents of Marwah Victim of Rape and Murder Case and ask sensitive Questions for Rating Ban her Programl ARY Digital

129 113609
Nida Yasir Invite Parents of Marwah Victim of Rape and murder case and ask sensitive questions 

Ban her Showl
ARY Digital

130 113610
Nida Yasir Invite Parents of Marwah Victim of Rape and murder case and ask sensitive questions 

Ban her Show
ARY Digital

131 113611
Nida Yasir Invite Parents of Marwah Victim of Rape and murder case and ask sensitive questions 

Ban her Showl
ARY Digital

132 113612 Please take action against Nida Yasir show and ARY Digital must be ban ARY Digital
133 113613 only racing of rating channels ARY Digital take nagative step which is shamful act please take action and suspend his license and Ban Nida yasir show ARY Digital
134 113614 Nida yasir call Marwa case in her parents which is using indecent words please take action ARY Digital
135 113615 Please ban Nida yasir show in which she call Marwa case her parents and using indecent question please suspend his license and take action ARY Digital
136 113616 Please take action against Nida Yasir and ARY digital please Ban this show and channels ARY Digital
137 113617 Irrelevant questions of host Nida Yasir from the family of victim., Nida Yasir must be banned. ARY Digital
138 113618 Irrelevant questions of host Nida Yasir from the family of victim., Nida Yasir must be banned. ARY Digital
139 113619 Irrelevant questions of host Nida Yasir from the family of victim., Nida Yasir must be banned. ARY Digital
140 113620 Irrelevant questions of host Nida Yasir from the family of Rape victim Marwah . Nida Yasir must be banned.l ARY Digital
141 113621 Irrelevant questions of host Nida Yasir from the family of Rape victim Marwah . Nida Yasir must be banned.l ARY Digital
142 113622 Irrelevant questions of host Nida Yasir from the family of Rape victim Marwah . Nida Yasir must be banned.l ARY Digital
143 113623 Irrelevant questions of host Nida Yasir from the family of Rape victim Marwah . Nida Yasir must be banned.l ARY Digital
144 113624 Irrelevant questions of host Nida Yasir from the family of Rape victim Marwah . Nida Yasir must be banned.l ARY Digital
145 113625 Irrelevant questions of host Nida Yasir from the family of Rape victim Marwah . Nida Yasir must be banned.l ARY Digital
146 113626 Irrelevant questions of host Nida Yasir from the family of Rape victim Marwah . Nida Yasir must be banned. ARY Digital
147 113627 Irrelevant questions of host Nida Yasir from the family of Rape victim Marwah . Nida Yasir must be banned.l ARY Digital
148 113628 Irrelevant questions of host Nida Yasir from the family of Rape victim Marwah . Nida Yasir must be banned.l ARY Digital
149 113629 Irrelevant questions of host Nida Yasir from the family of Rape victim Marwah . Nida Yasir must be banned.l ARY Digital
150 113630 Irrelevant questions of host Nida Yasir from the family of Rape victim Marwah . Nida Yasir must be banned.l ARY Digital
151 113631 Irrelevant questions of host Nida Yasir from the family of Rape victim Marwah . Nida Yasir must be banned.l ARY Digital
152 113632 Irrelevant questions of host Nida Yasir from the family of Rape victim Marwah . Nida Yasir must be banned.l ARY Digital
153 113633 Irrelevant questions of host Nida Yasir from the family of Rape victim Marwah . Nida Yasir must be banned.l ARY Digital
154 113634 Irrelevant questions of host Nida Yasir from the family of Rape victim Marwah . Nida Yasir must be banned.l ARY Digital
155 113635 Irrelevant questions of host Nida Yasir from the family of Rape victim Marwah . Nida Yasir must be banned.l ARY Digital
156 113636 Irrelevant questions of host Nida Yasir from the family of Rape victim Marwah . Nida Yasir must be banned. ARY Digital
157 113637 Irrelevant questions of host Nida Yasir from the family of Rape victim Marwah . Nida Yasir must be banned.l ARY Digital
158 113638 Irrelevant questions of host Nida Yasir from the family of Rape victim Marwah . Nida Yasir must be banned.l ARY Digital
159 113639 Irrelevant questions of host Nida Yasir from the family of Rape victim Marwah . Nida Yasir must be banned.l ARY Digital
160 113640 Irrelevant questions of host Nida Yasir from the family of Rape victim Marwah . Nida Yasir must be banned.l ARY Digital
161 113641 Irrelevant questions of host Nida Yasir from the family of Rape victim Marwah . Nida Yasir must be banned.l ARY Digital
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162 113642 Irrelevant questions of host Nida Yasir from the family of Rape victim Marwah . Nida Yasir must be banned.l ARY Digital
163 113643 Irrelevant questions of host Nida Yasir from the family of Rape victim Marwah . Nida Yasir must be banned.l ARY Digital
164 113644 Irrelevant questions of host Nida Yasir from the family of Rape victim Marwah . Nida Yasir must be banned.l ARY Digital
165 113645 Irrelevant questions of host Nida Yasir from the family of Rape victim Marwah . Nida Yasir must be banned.l ARY Digital
166 113646 Irrelevant questions of host Nida Yasir from the family of Rape victim Marwah . Nida Yasir must be banned., . ARY Digital
167 113647 Irrelevant questions of host Nida Yasir from the family of Rape victim Marwah . Nida Yasir must be banned., . ARY Digital
168 113649 Irrelevant questions of host Nida Yasir from the family of Rape victim Marwah . Nida Yasir must be banned., . ARY Digital
169 113650 Irrelevant questions of host Nida Yasir from the family of Rape victim Marwah . Nida Yasir must be banned.l ARY Digital
170 113651 Irrelevant questions of host Nida Yasir from the family of Rape victim Marwah . Nida Yasir must be banned. ARY Digital
171 113652 Irrelevant questions of host Nida Yasir from the family of Rape victim Marwah . Nida Yasir must be banned.l ARY Digital
172 113653 Irrelevant questions of host Nida Yasir from the family of Rape victim Marwah . Nida Yasir must be banned.l ARY Digital
173 113654 Irrelevant questions of host Nida Yasir from the family of Rape victim Marwah . Nida Yasir must be banned.ll ARY Digital
174 113655 Irrelevant questions of host Nida Yasir from the family of Rape victim Marwah . Nida Yasir must be banned.l ARY Digital
175 113656 Irrelevant questions of host Nida Yasir from the family of Rape victim Marwah . Nida Yasir must be banned.l ARY Digital
176 113658 Irrelevant questions of host Nida Yasir from the family of Rape victim Marwah . Nida Yasir must be banned.l ARY Digital
177 113659 Irrelevant questions of host Nida Yasir from the family of Rape victim Marwah . Nida Yasir must be banned.l ARY Digital
178 113660 Irrelevant questions of host Nida Yasir from the family of Rape victim Marwah . Nida Yasir must be banned.l ARY Digital
179 113661 Irrelevant questions of host Nida Yasir from the family of Rape victim Marwah . Nida Yasir must be banned. ARY Digital
180 113662 Irrelevant questions of host Nida Yasir from the family of Rape victim Marwah . Nida Yasir must be banned.l ARY Digital
181 113664 Irrelevant questions of host Nida Yasir from the family of Rape victim Marwah . Nida Yasir must be banned.l ARY Digital
182 113665 Irrelevant questions of host Nida Yasir from the family of Rape victim Marwah . Nida Yasir must be banned.l ARY Digital
183 113666 Irrelevant questions of host Nida Yasir from the family of Rape victim Marwah . Nida Yasir must be banned.l ARY Digital
184 113667 Irrelevant questions of host Nida Yasir from the family of Rape victim Marwah. Nida Yasir must be banned. ARY Digital
185 113668 Irrelevant questions of host Nida Yasir from the family of Rape victim Marwah. Nida Yasir must be banned. ARY Digital
186 113669 Irrelevant questions of host Nida Yasir from the family of Rape victim Marwah. Nida Yasir must be banned. ARY Digital
187 113670 Irrelevant questions of host Nida Yasir from the family of Rape victim Marwah. Nida Yasir must be banned. ARY Digital
188 113671 Irrelevant questions of host Nida Yasir from the family of Rape victim Marwah. Nida Yasir must be banned. ARY Digital
189 113672 Irrelevant questions of host Nida Yasir from the family of Rape victim Marwah. Nida Yasir must be banned. ARY Digital
190 113673 Irrelevant questions of host Nida Yasir from the family of Rape victim Marwah. Nida Yasir must be banned. ARY Digital
191 113674 Irrelevant questions of host Nida Yasir from the family of Rape victim Marwah. Nida Yasir must be banned. ARY Digital
192 113675 Irrelevant questions of host Nida Yasir from the family of Rape victim Marwah. Nida Yasir must be banned. ARY Digital
193 113676 Irrelevant questions of host Nida Yasir from the family of Rape victim Marwah. Nida Yasir must be banned. ARY Digital
194 113677 Irrelevant questions of host Nida Yasir from the family of Rape victim Marwah. Nida Yasir must be banned. ARY Digital
195 113678 Irrelevant questions of host Nida Yasir from the family of Rape victim Marwah. Nida Yasir must be banned. ARY Digital
196 113679 Please ban Nida yasir show and ARY DIGITAL due to onair rap case ARY Digital
197 113681 Please take action against Nida yasir, show and Ban ARY Digital

198 113682

Hello,

I'm emailing to complain about the abhorrent and unacceptable content that was aired on the morning show with the parents of the sexual assault victim, Marwah. This 
is the most insensitive way to deal with and speak to a family who has just lost their daughter to such a heinous crime. Please ban this morning show and this host. 
Pemra has a responsibility to monitor such content being aired. 

Kind regards,

Huda Shah

ARY Digital

199 113683 Abhi iss time jalan drama repeat telecast horaha hay yeh kesa banned hay ARY Digital

200 113684

Some action needs to be taken against talk show hosts who are willing to sensationalise such a sensitive and heartbreaking story. 
I am attaching the video. I could barely watch this. 
These are poor people who clearly had no idea what they were getting themselves into! 
If the govt has any humanity, it will call out such people as Nida Yasir. 
Shameful! 

https://www.facebook.com/1133719630/posts/10222264629461338/?extid=ccKnqpWG55XJKlDD&d=n

Sent from my iPhone

ARY Digital

201 113685

Dear Pemra,

I wanted to draw your attention towards the show Nida Yasir Morning show of Ary called Good Morning Pakistan. This show is totally crap they are always showing 
bad stuff.
This time they have hurt our sentiments by inviting parents of poor kid Mawra who was raped. She started investigation to them again and again asking the same 
question. 
poor parents had to answer all her stupid questions. 

Kindly take strict action against her.
Thanks alot.. 

ARY Digital

202 113686

Nida yasir has been into many controversies for her programs, where she invites parents of rape victims and spread anxiety and depression in society, for the sake of 
ratings. Please address this issue. We want justice and ban this show. We will report her show everywhere and want to start a petition against her show.

Here are the links below
https://propakistani.pk/lens/what-was-nida-yasir-thinking-by-inviting-marwahs-parents-on-her-show-video/

https://reviewit.pk/nida-yasir-under-severe-criticism-after-being-insensitively-taking-interview-of-marwas-parents/

ARY Digital

203 113687 Why call rep victim Nida yasir which is against our culture and morality ARY Digital
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204 113688

Asalamalaikum,

I'm writing this as a concerned, respectable and tax-paying citizen of Pakistan. For years, we have seen morning talk show hosts make useless fluff content and Nida 
Yasir has been the biggest perpetrator of them all. She consistently makes tone deaf and insensitive shows and statements, whether that is body shaming or complexion 
shaming women, gossiping, encouraging disrespectful behavior from a child, showing off her designer shopping to a widely lower middle class audience, not following 
SOPs during COVID lockdown in March or most recently calling the poor parents of Marwa, the little 5 year old girl who was raped, murdered and burned on her 
show to talk about details of the event only for TRP ratings. This is abhorrent and I beseech PEMRA to do its job and take action against such unethical broadcasting.

Regards, 
Sanaa Zuberi 

ARY Digital

205 113689

Would like to bring your attention to the repeated irresponsible behavior of the host of the above morning show where she often brings traumatized victims and probe 
in a very incentive way.
Recently example when she invited parents of 5 year Marwah. Its was cruel and heartbreaking.
Please put some controls on these Morning shows which are not creating any value but putting people down
Thanks 
Salam Akhtar 
Get Outlook for Android

ARY Digital

206 113690

Dear Pemra Team 

I like to put in to your knowledge that something is not happening right on the ARY Digital Show. In Which Nida yasir invite the victims of  Victim Marwa and asked 
insensitive questions on television. 

Link Attached : https://m.youtube.com/watch?feature=share&v=dB1COF8JUq4

Kindly take strict action against the TV Host and TV channel. 

Regards
Farhan Hussain 

ARY Digital

207 113691

Dear Authorities,

We live in a society of moral and etiquettes. We have seen so much wrong happening around us, sometimes we just wait for the justice if we cant do anything about it. 
But, no way, do we trigger and harass the person who has went through it.

Miss Nida Yasir has bot only harrased the parents of a murdered child but insensitivly asked them details and made them remember things which they probably want to 
forget.

The world doesnot need to know how was she found or was she recognizable for her two mins of entertainment.

Please ban this show. It has already ruined life of man

Link attached

https://m.youtube.com/watch?feature=share&v=dB1COF8JUq4

Regard,
ROOHA SIDDIQUI 
Procurement Manager

 SHELL PAKISTAN 

ARY Digital

208 113692

Dear PEMRA Officials,

Nida Yasir recently invited the parents of 5-year-old Marwah to her "Good morning pakistan" show by ARY digital and she probed them at length about the gruesome 
murder of their child.

She asked the traumatized parents the sordid details of how their child disappeared and what state she was found in. The mother sobbed in between while the poor 
father struggled with a narration.

This host has been known to go to the most bizarre and insensitive lengths to secure good ratings for her show but this time she crossed all limits of professional and 
human integrity.

What was the purpose of this show? To 'investigate' a serious and sensitive case on an entertainment channel??? Is the host qualified to do an investigation? What was 
the point of asking ....to shakal kaisi the? ..penchani ja rahi thi?

I have attached the link to the video. 
I as a pakistani citizen urge the PEMRA to take strict action against this show and the host Nida yasir for such inhuman act and as this show is not already any 
productive for our kids and families.

Link to the video: https://m.youtube.com/watch?feature=share&v=dB1COF8JUq4

Yours sincerely,
Nade Ali , Larkana, Sindh Pakistan 

ARY Digital
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209 113693

Dear PEMRA Officials,

Nida Yasir recently invited the parents of 5-year-old Marwah to her "Good  morning pakistan" show by ARY digital and she probed them at length about the gruesome 
murder of their child.

She asked the traumatized parents the sordid details of how their child disappeared and what state she was found in. The mother sobbed in between while the poor 
father struggled with a narration.

This host has been known to go to the most bizarre and insensitive lengths to secure good ratings for her show but this time she crossed all limits of professional and 
human integrity.

What was the purpose of this show? To 'investigate' a serious and sensitive case on an entertainment channel??? Is the host qualified to do an investigation? What was 
the point of asking ....to shakal kaisi the? ..penchani ja rahi thi?

I have attached the link to the video, the show was published on 9th september 2020.
I as a pakistani citizen urge the PEMRA to take strict action against this show and the host Nida yasir for such inhuman act and  as this show is not already any 
productive for our kids and families.

Link to the video: https://m.youtube.com/watch?feature=share&v=dB1COF8JUq4

Regards,
Faiz Muhammad, larkana, sindh

ARY Digital

210 113694

Dear PEMRA Officials,

Nida Yasir recently invited the parents of 5-year-old Marwah to her "Good  morning pakistan" show by ARY digital and she probed them at length about the gruesome 
murder of their child.

She asked the traumatized parents the sordid details of how their child disappeared and what state she was found in. The mother sobbed in between while the poor 
father struggled with a narration.

This host has been known to go to the most bizarre and insensitive lengths to secure good ratings for her show but this time she crossed all limits of professional and 
human integrity.

What was the purpose of this show? To 'investigate' a serious and sensitive case on an entertainment channel??? Is the host qualified to do an investigation? What was 
the point of asking ....to shakal kaisi the? ..penchani ja rahi thi?

I have attached the link to the video, the show was published on 9th september 2020.
I as a pakistani citizen urge the PEMRA to take strict action against this show and the host Nida yasir for such inhuman act and  as this show is not already any 
productive for our kids and families.

Link to the video: https://m.youtube.com/watch?feature=share&v=dB1COF8JUq4

Regards,
Kainat Shaikh

ARY Digital

211 113695

Due to unexceptional and insensitivity of her show, disrespecting the deceased rape victims families on her show and even interogating like police. My kids and light 
hearted members saw all her drama on the show and are in a state of stress caused by her.
Highly requested to take action against her show and ary channel for airing it.
Regards
Nofil Barry

ARY Digital

212 113696 Ary Digital Ban due to call Marwa case Nida yasir her parents and asking indecent question ARY Digital

213 113697

Kindly ban this show which manages to reach a new low with its insensitive content. The show "The Nida Yasir Show' She should be fined too. 

Link to the clip: https://youtu.be/dB1COF8JUq4

Best Regards, 

Uzma Akhtar 

ARY Digital
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214 113698

Nida Yasir recently invited the parents of 5-year-old Marwah to her morning show and probed them at length about the gruesome murder of their child.

Here is the link of her show.
https://m.youtube.com/watch?feature=share&v=dB1COF8JUq4

She asked the traumatized parents the sordid details of how their child disappeared and what state she was found in. The mother sobbed in between while the poor 
father struggled with a narration.

This host has been known to go to the most bizarre and insensitive lengths to secure good ratings for her show but this time she crossed all limits of professional and 
human integrity.

What was the purpose of this show? To 'investigate' a serious and sensitive case on an entertainment channel??? Is the host qualified to do an investigation? What was 
the point of asking ....to shakal kaisi the? ..penchani ja rahi thi?
Thanks & Regards,
Engr. M. Junaid Awan

ARY Digital

215 113699

Dear Team

I request to take strict action against show "Good Morning Pakistan" hosted by Nida Yasir aired by ARY Digital for having inappropriate conversation with parents of 
rape/murder victim on their show aired on 9 September 2020. 

Regards 

Aysha
Concerned Citizen of Pakistan

ARY Digital

216 113700

I am complaining about Nida Yasir
ARY TV show  
This link of the show in which she is torturing the parents of the girl Marwah by interviewing & sensitively she is asking questions.
I request the pemra team to Ban her Show.
https://youtu.be/dB1COF8JUq4

ARY Digital

217 113701

This is to bring to your attention the despicable conduct of morning show anchors on national television. Nida Yasir has been hosting low quality content on ARY for 
some time now, with no accountability and no actions taken against her. This time she has crossed all boundaries of morality, humanity, decency and ethics as she tried 
to sensationalise the horrific murder and rape of Marwa. Just to increase her ratings and trp for her disgusting morning show, she invited the poor parents of the 
murdered child and kept prodding then to get out details of her death and the ordeal she went through before she succumbed to her tragic death. As you can see from 
the link, the poor parents were subject to inhuman behaviours by this anchor, till the poor mother finally gave in and broke down, as was the initial intention of Nida 
Yasir. The incident is itself heartbreaking and soul shattering to every law abiding citizen of Pakistan. One cannot imagine the pain and torture the parents are going 
through, and then irresponsible behaviour from media adds salt to their injury! Nida Yasir is an abomination and needs to be banned immediately from ever appearing 
on TV! Looking forward to immediate and prompt reaction from your prestigious 
institution.Linkhttps://m.youtube.com/watch?feature=share&v=dB1COF8JUq4Regards,A concerned citizen. 

ARY Digital

218 113702

Nida Yasir recently invited the parents of 5 year old Marwah to her morning show and probed them at length about the gruesome murder of their child. 

She asked the traumatised parents the sordid details of how their child disappeared and what state she was found in. The mother sobbed in between while the poor 
father struggled with a narration. 

This host has been known to go to the most bizarre and insensitive lengths to secure good ratings for her show but this time she crossed all limits of professional and 
human integrity. 

What was the purpose of this show? To 'investigate' a serious and sensitive case on an entertainment channel??? Is the host qualified to do an investigation?  What was 
the point of asking ....to shakal kaisi thi ...pehchani ja rahi thi?
 
Shame on the host who is also the producer of the show, and the channel for stooping to such a low Nida Yasir ought to be banned from doing a live show.

Sent from my Huawei Mobile

ARY Digital

219 113703

On Wed, 16 Sep 2020, 19:29 Ehsan Ul Haq Assistant Controller, Examination,  wrote:
Dear concern plz check the contents nd scenes shown in Soup drama NALAIQ by HUM TV channel. Its not a family drama. They are spreading wrong message to 
young generation especially girls. Request for urgent action please.

Ehsan Farooqi ARY Digital

220 113705

Salam, 
These morning shows are getting out of hand, they should either be completely revolutionised topic-wise or should be banned. Nothing good is coming out of these 
horrible morning shows, the controversies they create gets noticed which in turn is good for their ratings, and they go out of their way to make everything more 
controversial, I mean it’s national tv we’re talking about here. 

ARY Digital
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221 113706

To,
The authority of PEMRA

With due respect,
I am hereby writing to you against the morning show that airs on ARY DIGITAL, hosted by Nida Yasir. It is about time you take notice about the content of that show.
But, this time around all limits have been crossed. 
She had the audacity to call upon the parents of Mawrah(a child who was raped and killed previously) 
She didn’t only play with the sentiments of people but neither did she care what the parents must’ve went through. This is off limits.
Even previously, her shows have been out of question.
As a citizen of Pakistan, I request you to take notice and ban her or ban the show as whole.

Yours truly,
Qandeel Zahra

ARY Digital

222 113707

Nida Yasir recently invited the parents of 5 year old Marwah to her morning show and probed them at length about the gruesome murder of their child. 

She asked the traumatised parents the tiniest details of how their child was violated, tortured and murdered. The mother sobbed inconsolably while the poor father 
struggled to describe the indescribable. 

This host has been known to go to the most bizarre and insensitive lengths to secure good ratings for her show but this time she crossed all limits of professional and 
human integrity. 

What was the purpose of this show? To provide a graphic imagery of the vilest crime committed? To agonise the parents further? To make money from 
sensationalizing a sin?

Shame on the host, the program team and the channel for shredding human values to bits and stooping to such a low.

Nida Yasir ought to be banned from doing a live show.

ARY Digital

223 113708 please take action and negative activity and call marwa parents and asking indecent question ARY Digital

224 113709

Respected sir/madam,

This is in reference to a recent morning show (dated: 09-09-2020) hosted/produced by Nida Yasir on ARY Digital network. In her morning show, she invited the 
parents of a child who was recently the victim of murder / subsequent rape and had proceeded to “investigate” regarding the entire incident from the traumatised 
parents. The utter insensitivity on display and the callous behaviour in which she grilled the parents on a matter as sensitive as that was truly shameful and unbecoming 
of a anchor of a show with a massive audience reach. 

The parents were being asked to relive the entire incident, their trauma already on display for the entire country, at one point the mother of the murdered/raped child 
began to sob while the incident was being narrated for Nida Yasir’s show. I cannot imagine the pain they must have been subjected to at that time.

There needs to be a sensitivity training programmes for all anchors/hosts for handling such a delicate issue.
PEMRA ought to take some action regarding this.

Regards,
Nida.=

ARY Digital

225 113710

Aoa, 

This is with reference to Nida Yasir's morning show on ARY Digital on the 9th September, where she invited parents of a dead child and asked them insensitive 
questions. This is a new low for morning entertainment shows and should not be acceptable. I would like PEMRA to look into this. 

Thanks, 
A Pakistani Citizen. 

ARY Digital

226 113711
JALAN drama is still showing their new episodes. Pemra recently ban this drama to Air. Kindly check on this. 

, email
ARY Digital

227 113712

Hello, 
I am maryam khan  from karachi. I want to register my complain about nida yasir show. She always puts up very disgusting Content but recently she just crossed the 
line by inviting poor parents of marwah from marwah rape case and asked very sensitive questions. I believe as it is unethical, insensitive and inhuman act, is it also 
legally allow to publicly interview the parents of deceased/victim of on going investigation. 
Kindly take strict actions against it and ban the show. 
Thank you

ARY Digital

228 113713

Hello, 
I am maryam khan  from karachi. I want to register my complain about nida yasir show. She always puts up very disgusting Content but recently she just crossed the 
line by inviting poor parents of marwah from marwah rape case and asked very sensitive questions. I believe as it is unethical, insensitive and inhuman act, is it also 
legally allow to publicly interview the parents of deceased/victim of on going investigation. 
Kindly take strict actions against it and ban the show. 
Thank you

ARY Digital

229 113714 Please Ban Nida yasir on ary Digital ARY Digital
230 113715 It is very bad and asking cross question indecent words and only call her parents for rating of TV Chanel increase ARY Digital
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231 113716

Dear Team

I request to take strict action against show "Good Morning Pakistan" hosted by Nida Yasir aired by ARY Digital for having inappropriate conversation with parents of 
rape/murder victim on their show aired on 9 September 2020. 

Regards 

Usama 
Concerned Citizen of Pakistan

Get Outlook for Android

, email

ARY Digital

232 113717

Dear Team

I request to take strict action against show "Good Morning Pakistan" hosted by Nida Yasir aired by ARY Digital for having inappropriate conversation with parents of 
rape/murder victim on their show aired on 9 September 2020. 

Regards 

Usama 
Concerned Citizen of Pakistan

Get Outlook for Android

ARY Digital

233 113718

Sir, kindly look into this show at ARY digital by Nida Yasir "Good morning Pakistan" and take serious actions against Nida Yasir, who recently invited the parents of 5 
year old Marwah to her morning show and probed them at length about the gruesome murder of their child. 
She asked the traumatised parents the sordid details of how their child disappeared and what state she was found in. The mother sobbed in between while the poor 
father struggled with a narration. 
This host has been known to go to the most bizarre and insensitive lengths to secure good ratings for her show but this time she crossed all limits of professional and 
human integrity. 

What was the purpose of this show? To 'investigate' a serious and sensitive case on an entertainment channel??? Is the host qualified to do an investigation?  What was 
the point of asking ....to shakal kaisi thi ...pehchani ja rahi thi? Shame on the host who is also the producer of the show, and the channel for stooping to such a low.
This show is nowhere near the entertainment. She invites people to bully them and hurt their feelings. invitessir ought to be banned from doing a live show. 
Kindly look into this. 
, email

ARY Digital

234 113719 Nida yasir show  is immoral and our society effect these type of conversation ARY Digital
235 113720 Please Ban Nida yasir show in which using Immoral and indecent words to her parents ARY Digital
236 113721 NIda yasir show must be ban and also Morning show because the call some paid actors and they are only working of rating of the channels ARY Digital

237 113722

AoA
i am Alina from Peshawar.please ban bulbaly Drama as they prromoting racism in the motherland i am mentioning its Actor Dilalogue called him Mahmood Saab "Patan 
Tuhfe me ya tu Bomb de sakta ha ya pir Naswar" . i plea you to ban this type of drama that promoting racism as well as Mornning show of Nida yasir earlier behaviour 
with marwa parents about asking her death in nonsense manner.    

ARY Digital

238 113723

Assalamu alaikum 

Please ban nida yasir morning show because the she hurt the Women of the child who has been raped and burnt!! Astaghfirullah 
This is the media mainly they dance and play music and Just because to increase  their rating nobat yahan tk agayi kay unhon ne parents se bht zyadah insensitive 
questions kiye hen !!! 
please ispr action len!!! 

, email

ARY Digital

239 113724

Nida Yasir recently invited the parents of 5 year old
Marwah to her morning show and probed them at length about the gruesome murder of their child.She asked the traumatised parents the sordid details of
how their child disappeared and what state she was
found in. The mother sobbed in between while the poor father struggled with a narration.This host has been known to go to the most bizarre and insensitive lengths to 
secure good ratings for her show but this time she crossed all limits of professional and human integrity.
What was the purpose of this show? To 'investigate' a serious and sensitive case on an entertainment channel??? 
Is the host qualified to do an investigation?
What was the point of asking "to shakal kaisi thi ...
pehchani ja rahi thi?" Shame on the host who is also the producer of the show.

-
Concerned citizen 

, email

ARY Digital

240 113725

Greeting.
I would like to registered a complaint againt Nida yasir morning show on Ary channel.On 9th sep 2020 she invited parents of a five years old child name MARWa who 
was abducted ,raped and then burnt alive to death.
She in her show asked very disgusting questions from both the parents just to hike her TRP .
Please acknowledge regarding the actions taken by  PEMRA  on this.
Thanks and regards

Nauman Noor

ARY Digital

241 113726

Aoa sir with due respect the host of morning show nida yasir invited the rape victims marwa parents and asked the rubbish questions it's not first time the host did this 
many time that are against the ethics so plz take strick against against the morning show host as well as channel.Thank you

, email

ARY Digital
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242 113727

Deae chairman..
An art drama "Mera Dil Mera dushman" is showing a cheap content a man is going to marry ex step mother(of young age and his ex lover) of his wife and the lady is 
also ex wife wife of his uncle (cha-cha). What kind of illicit incestous play is this plz ban it

Regards
Arslan
03337810993

, email

ARY Digital

243 113728 Please take action against Nida yasir show must be ban ARY Digital
244 113729 Nida yasir show must be ban because they try again and again so take action ARY Digital

245 113730

Assalam u Alaikum, 

Dear Sir,

Recently, there has been a case of a five year old girl Marwah, kidnapped, raped and murdered in Essa Nagri area of the port city, Karachi. 

Although The Sindh Police have claimed to apprehended the alleged perpetrator behind the case but what was most annoying regarding this case was, 
Last week on September 9, 2020, a host named Nida Yasir invited the parents of the deceased child in her show "Good Morning Pakistan" on ARY Digital. She asked 
so vexatious questions from her parents just for the sake of ratings. As they always do. 

A media person should not intrude into anybody's private life, grief or distress. And she cares for nothing regarding the Code of Ethics of a Media Person. 

So, being a citizen of the Country, I request the PEMRA to ban Nida Yasir from hosting further. 

Yours sincerely
Salman Khan 

A Clip from the Same Show

, email

ARY Digital

246 113731

Hello,
This complaint is against Nida Yasir, morning show host @ ARY TV. In the light of her recent show in which she interviewed the parent's of rape-victim child 
Marwah, she exploited the greiving parent's and asked them questions which a sane-mind person won't even think rather than asking the parent's who just lost their 
child in horrific tragedy and all this just for the sake of rating and TRP.
As a citizen of Pakistan,this kind of behavior is unacceptable. 
Immediate action should be taken ARY Digital and it's morning show host Nida Yasir.
ARY Digital should be barred to have a morning and Nida Yasir should be banned to host morning show.

Beat Regards,
Muhammad Usman Ikram

, email

ARY Digital

247 113732

Sir,
This is an email to complain about nida yasir's morning show. It was very insensitive of her to call parents of a child who was BRUTALLY RAPED, MURDERED 
AND THEN BURNT, just to get ratings. This is not empathy, this is jahalat
Ban her

Regards   

, email

ARY Digital

248 113733

Assalam u Alaikum, 

Dear Sir, 

Recently, there has been a case of a five year old girl Marwah, kidnapped, raped and murdered in Essa Nagri area of the port city, Karachi. 

Although The Sindh Police have claimed to apprehended the alleged perpetrator behind the case but what was most annoying regarding this case was, 

Last week on September 9, 2020, a host named Nida Yasir invited the parents of the deceased child in her show "Good Morning Pakistan" on ART Digital. She asked 
so vexatious questions from her parents just for the sake of ratings. As they always do. 

A media person should not intrude into anybody's private life, grief or distress. And she cares for nothing regarding the Code of Ethics of a Media Person. 

So, being a citizen of the Country, I request the PEMRA to ban Nida Yasir from hosting further. 

Yours sincerely 
Jansher Mughal

ARY Digital

249 113734

Dear Sir,

Recently, Ary Digital show Good Morning Host & Producer Nida Yasir invited the the parents of the 5 year old Marwah who was brutally killed after being raped. She 
kept asking inappropriate question for which she is never qualified and never have the degree in the interrogation. But she did just for the sake of the rating.

I demand for these sensitive issues a proper interrogator should be present to conduct those show. Kindly take action against those channels and give them strict 
guidelines.

Yours sincerely,
Ashhad Ul Hassan
, email

ARY Digital
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250 113735

And nida yasir strikes again 
Couple of days back 5 years old baby marwah was kidnapped raped and burned in karachi . Today nida yasir called  poor parents of the kid on her show. Despite of 
knowing each and every detail she asked them to repeat the whole traumatic incident . How insensitive of her . Asking parents of the kid 
" Apki bachi ki lash th ? " 
" Apko kese pata" ? 
"Ap poster utha k phir rhy thy"? 
"Shakal numaya nae horai th bchi ki?"
Wtf ? How low will she stoop down for the rating of her show..
Where is pemra now? 
Seeing this type of insenstive stuff on a national television is extremely devasting 
 If someone have any authority over here 
Please do something to ban this show

, email

ARY Digital

251 113736 Nida Yasir Show should be  banned, . ARY Digital
252 113737 Nida Yasir should be banned .., . ARY Digital
253 113738 Irrelevant questions of host Nida Yasir from the family of Rape victim Marwah. Nida Yasir must be banned, . ARY Digital
254 113739 Irrelevant questions of host Nida Yasir from the family of Rape victim Marwah., Nida Yasir must be banned. ARY Digital
255 113740 Irrelevant questions of host Nida Yasir from the family of Rape victim Marwah., Nida Yasir must be banned. ARY Digital
256 113741 Irrelevant questions of host Nida Yasir from the family of Rape victim Marwah., Nida Yasir must be banned ARY Digital
257 113742 Irrelevant questions of host Nida Yasir from the family of Rape victim Marwah. Nida Yasir must be bannedl ARY Digital
258 113744 Irrelevant questions of host Nida Yasir from the family of Rape victim Marwah. Nida Yasir must be bannedl ARY Digital
259 113745 Irrelevant questions of host Nida Yasir from the family of Rape victim Marwah. Nida Yasir must be bannedl ARY Digital
260 113746 Irrelevant questions of host Nida Yasir from the family of Rape victim Marwah. Nida Yasir must be bannedl ARY Digital
261 113747 Irrelevant questions of host Nida Yasir from the family of Rape victim Marwah. Nida Yasir must be bannedl ARY Digital
262 113748 Irrelevant questions of host Nida Yasir from the family of Rape victim Marwah. Nida Yasir must be bannedl ARY Digital
263 113749 Irrelevant questions of host Nida Yasir from the family of Rape victim Marwah. Nida Yasir must be bannedl ARY Digital
264 113750 Irrelevant questions of host Nida Yasir from the family of Rape victim Marwah. Nida Yasir must be bannedl ARY Digital
265 113751 Irrelevant questions of host Nida Yasir from the family of Rape victim Marwah. Nida Yasir must be bannedl ARY Digital
266 113752 Irrelevant questions of host Nida Yasir from the family of Rape victim Marwah. Nida Yasir must be bannedl ARY Digital
267 113753 Irrelevant questions of host Nida Yasir from the family of Rape victim Marwah. Nida Yasir must be bannedl ARY Digital
268 113754 Irrelevant questions of host Nida Yasir from the family of Rape victim Marwah. Nida Yasir must be bannedl ARY Digital
269 113755 Irrelevant questions of host Nida Yasir from the family of Rape victim Marwah. Nida Yasir must be bannedl ARY Digital
270 113756 Irrelevant questions of host Nida Yasir from the family of Rape victim Marwah. Nida Yasir must be bannedl ARY Digital
271 113757 Irrelevant questions of host Nida Yasir from the family of Rape victim Marwah. Nida Yasir must be bannedl ARY Digital
272 113758 Irrelevant questions of host Nida Yasir from the family of Rape victim Marwah. Nida Yasir must be banned ARY Digital
273 113759 Irrelevant questions of host Nida Yasir from the family of Rape victim Marwah. Nida Yasir must be banned ARY Digital
274 113760 Irrelevant questions of host Nida Yasir from the family of Rape victim Marwah. Nida Yasir must be banned ARY Digital
275 113761 Irrelevant questions of host Nida Yasir from the family of Rape victim Marwah. Nida Yasir must be banned ARY Digital
276 113762 Irrelevant questions of host Nida Yasir from the family of Rape victim Marwah. Nida Yasir must be banned ARY Digital

277 113763
Hatred, Obscenity, Promotes aids or abets, Promotes aids or obets, Religious Discrimination, Vulgarity, complaint against Nida yasir on Ary Digital, kindly take action

ARY Digital

278 113764
Detrimental to Ideology of Pakistan, Encouraging Violence, Extremism, Hatred, Pornography, Promotes aids or abets, Vulgarity, kindly take action against nida yasir 
she used very hard word parents of Marwa, kindly take action as per PEMRA rules

ARY Digital

279 113766 Complain about Nida Yasir kindly take action she was doing for the rating, kindly take action against Program ARY Digital

280 113767
Obscenity, Pornography, Sectarianism, Slander against basic cultural values, morality and good manners, Vulgarity, kindly take action on nida yasir program show ,, 
kindly take action

ARY Digital

281 113768

y

I’m writing this complaint regarding the “Good Morning Pakistan” show hosted by Mrs. Nida Yasir. 

Recently, the host invited the very humble and devastated parents of 5 year old Marwah, a rape and murder victim. This show has absolutely no ethical values and 
continues to get away with unethical topic discussions such like the one mentioned in this email. This has crossed the boundaries of humanity. She has absolutely 
humiliated the parents and claimed she was doing them a favor for giving them media time. This is not the case. 

I’m a concerned Pakistani and it highly worries me when my country is allowing insensitive shows and topics to be discussed in the public format. I believe only 
accredited media channels such as news anchors can talk about such a topic and still maintain level of respect and sensitivity. A morning casual Talk show host like 
Mrs. Nida Yasir is not accredited to talk on such a topic and also should be ashamed of herself to ask absurd insensitive questions to parents who have lost a child to 
rape and murder. The Questions she asked included, the conditions how they found their 5 year old daughter or what she was wearing at the time post-incident. 

I request your agency to look into this show and it’s credibility. There are several other episodes from this particular mornings show that stand against the Islamic 
Republic Of Pakistan’s values and should be thoroughly investigated. 

I humbly demand  action and look forward to how your agency will act. I thank you for your time. 

Best regards,
, Dear Chairman and to whom it may concern,

I’m writing this complaint regarding the “Good Morning Pakistan” show hosted by Mrs. Nida Yasir. 

Recently, the host invited the very humble and devastated parents of 5 year old Marwah, a rape and murder victim. This show has absolutely no ethical values and 
continues to get away with unethical topic discussions such like the one mentioned in this email. This has crossed the boundaries of humanity. She has absolutely 
humiliated the parents and claimed she was doing them a favor for giving them media time. This is not the case. 

I’m a concerned Pakistani and it highly worries me when my country is allowing insensitive shows and topics to be discussed in the public format. I believe only 
accredited media channels such as news anchors can talk about such a topic and still maintain level of respect and sensitivity. A morning casual Talk show host like 

ARY Digital

282 113769

Nida Yasir Took Disgraceful Interview with the Parents of Dead Girl Child who was Murder And Rape
Queen of fake morning show guests, audience and hungry for TRPs #NidaYasir invited the parents of a 5 year old rape and murder victim #Marwah on her show and 
asked them extremely insensitive questions, making the mother and father cry. 
How someone takes advantage of misery of poor parents who's child traumatized & than kill , Nida Yasir Took Disgraceful Interview with the Parents of Dead Girl 
Child who was Murder And Rape
Queen of fake morning show guests, audience and hungry for TRPs #NidaYasir invited the parents of a 5 year old rape and murder victim #Marwah on her show and 
asked them extremely insensitive questions, making the mother and father cry. 
How someone takes advantage of misery of poor parents who's child traumatized & than kill 

ARY Digital

283 113770 Pornography, Vulgarity, kindly take action on Pakistani voulger Dramas, kindly take action ARY Digital

284 113776
slander against moral life of the country, Complain against Host of Program Good Morning Pakistan, Nida Yasir, for her behavior with the parents of child who died in 
a rape incident., Please take necessary action

ARY Digital
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285 113777 slander against moral life of the country, NIda yasir show, please take necessary action ARY Digital

286 113781 slander against moral life of the country, Detrimental to Ideology of Pakistan, Detrimental to Islamic values, Encouraging Violence, Ethnic Discrimination, Extremism, 
Glorify crime or criminals, Hatred, Nida Yasir nay Rape case k parents ko bulaya hai, bout galat sawal kiyay hain, Bay hayai wala show hai yeh, Pls ban this show

ARY Digital

287 113782

Dear concern, 

I would like to launch complaint against Ary morning show Good morning Pakistan host Nida yasir for her disgusting act by inviting rape victim parents of Marwah & 
went on to ask merciless disgusting questions, reliving the pain & agony of parents also she has done same in the past as well as a responsible citizen of this country I 
felt terribly bad and I urge to you please consider this and act accordingly..

#BanNidaYasir

Regards 
Faisal Zubairi

Regards 

ARY Digital

288 113783

I'm as tax paid citizen of Pakistan request to Govt of Pak to please Ban Nida Yasir Morning Show and take a Legal Action against ary digital media. They Disrespect a 
5 Year Girl rape victim's Parents in front of the whole world 

, email

ARY Digital

289 113784

Dear sir:
Asalam u alikum main nida yasir ka show ary ka khailaf complaint karwa raha hoon ka morning show ma victam jis ka naam marwah tha us ka parents ko show pa bola 
ka bayhoda sawal kaiy geay siraf trp ka chakar ma please take action against them ban this show also 

, email

ARY Digital

290 113785
Please remove Nida Yasir as the Morning Show host and reprimand ARY entertainment for allowing her to to interview the parents of Marwa the 5 year old girl was 
who raped, it was shameful and awful how much she probed into their private lives and tried to get details of a gruesome event I'm the sure even the parents have not 
fully grappled with yet, she exploited them and that is unacceptable, email

ARY Digital

291 113786

Dear authority,
It is requested that many of Pakistani morning shows are not portraying the real culture of Pakistan on TV and the hosts don't seem matured enough to represent such 
sensible transmission especially Nida Yasir . I therefore request the authority to kindly look into the matter.
Thank you
Yours sincerely
Muhammad Raza
, email

ARY Digital

292 113787

Respectfully, i have sincere concerns regarding the show "GOOD MORNING PAKISTAN SHOW" aired on ARY DIGITAL having rape victim parents on show , 
how can such entertainment shows have the authority to invite the victims parents on their show to discuss such sensitive topic and probe the details ? Not just its 
indecent but inhumane. PROPER ACTION SHOULD BE TAKEN AGAINST THE CHANNEL , THE SHOW AND THE HOST NIDA YASIR , she herself could 
have said no  . They have no right to ask them aur investigate about the matter by calling the parents on their show , who the hell are they even? Already there is so 
much going on in Pakistan. If there is little Iman and humanity left in us please take strict action against the show and show host NIDA YASIR , and let the parents live 
their lives. 

Thankyou, 

, emil

ARY Digital

293 113788

Nida Yasir is not new to controversies. Calling parents of a child that had been raped and burnt to death and asking indecent and immoral questions is downright 
disgusting. Thus is not the first time she has done this. Her show is useless and is not needed in anyways. 

, email

ARY Digital

294 113789

Nida Yasir is not new to controversies. Calling parents of a child that had been raped and burnt to death and asking indecent and immoral questions is downright 
disgusting. Thus is not the first time she has done this. Her show is useless and is not needed in anyways. 

, email

ARY Digital

295 113790

Hello,  
On 9. In September, parents were invited on this disgusting morning show hosted by this ridiculous lady Nida Yasir. I would like to complain, and request PEMRA to 
band this ridiculous show where these parents were humiliated. Furthermore, remove this ghatia and uneducated lady from the industry. She has been causing too much 
trouble, she is unbelievable. I hope you do something about this issue. Thank you-  

, email

ARY Digital

296 113791

Respected Sir,

Recebtly a morning show hosted by NIDA YASIR was aired on liv television where she had invited the parents of 5 year old Marwah who was raped and murdered in 
karachi.

She asked very derogatory and disrespectful questions from the parents about the rape and murder of their daughter. Such type of content should not be aired on TV. 

This is not the first time Nida Yasir has aired such controvesial content. I request you to please look into it and warn Nida Yasir according. 

Thanking you

Sent on the go with Vodafone
Get Outlook for Android

, email

ARY Digital
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297 113792

Dear Respected team and management, 

I'm a Law abiding citizen of Pakistan a person with very limited resources, The things we watch on television effect our daily lives. Just now i come across something 
which disgusted me & my fellow Pakistani's. 
I'm talking about the show " Good morning Pakistan" aired on ARY digital and hosted by Nida yasir. 

It was a disgrace for me and for many other people. How she invited the parents of Marwah on the show a 6 year old kid who was brutally Raped and burned alive. 
Inviting their parents on Good morning Pakistan and Making them repeat all the incident was pathetic and shouldn't go unpunished. 

I request the authorities incharge not to let go of this act unnoticed or unpunished, 

Attaching the photos for reference. 

Thank you.       

, email

ARY Digital

298 113793

Dear Respected team and management, I\'m a Law abiding citizen of Pakistan a person with very limited resources, The things we watch on television effect our daily 
lives. Just now i come across something which disgusted me & my fellow Pakistani\'s. I\'m talking about the show \" Good morning Pakistan\" aired on ARY digital and 
hosted by Nida yasir. It was a disgrace for me and for many other people. How she invited the parents of Marwah on the show a 6 year old kid who was brutally Raped 
and burned alive. Inviting their parents on Good morning Pakistan and Making them repeat all the incident was pathetic and shouldn\'t go unpunished. I request the 
authorities incharge not to let go of this act unnoticed or unpunished, Attaching the photos for reference. Thank you.       , email

ARY Digital

299 113794

From: Usama Javed [mailto:uhjay24@gmail.com] 
Sent: Thursday, September 17, 2020 2:50 PM
To: complaints@pemra.gov.pk
Subject: NIDA YASIR ARY SHOW

Hello Sir,
              With the heavy heart i have to write down this message so something can be done about it. Please i request you to shut down Nida Yasir show on Ary 
channel. According to the cyber crime this thing is not acceptable. We need to resolve this problem once and for all. I have all right to say that and you have the power 
to do that. She literally interview parents of kid who got raped how disgusting is that? How sad it is to ask them questions like that and they had to go through that 
traumatizing experience narrating the incident. Please for the sake of ALLAH and for the sake of Pakistan because the meaning is LA ILAHA ILLAL LA. Justice 
should be served. She should be banned from doing any further shows. Just for a second think about if it was someone blood related how would you react? Please she 
was daughter of this nation and we failed her first by letting those animals take her. We can't fail
, email

ARY Digital

300 113795

I would like to file a complaint against Mrs. Nida Yasir’s morning show on Ary Digital.

Her remarks and questions on this morning’s show were insensitive , hurtful and highly inappropriate.
Mrs. Yasir’s behavior today is not one which belongs on a morning show TV which is why we urge you to take some action against said show.

Unfortunately this is not the first time we are seeing such an instance on TV. 
Such instances are very common on Pakistani channels but we seem to brush them off and show no interest in reprimanding the people who are responsible.
The standard of Pakistani Television is very low and we often see things which have no place on TV

Pakistani television needs to set a certain standard and stick with it.

Please ensure that we introduce hosts and anchors that are qualified and work only in specific fields. 
One anchor is not qualified to host a morning show and a sports show and a political show etc ...
We should have specific hosts for specific topics in order to ensure accurate information and quality programs.
( example : sports show hosts belong only on Sports shows , Celebrity journalists only involved in interviewing Celebrities , political anchors only on political-debate 
programs) 

To set a new standard for Pakistani Television we must also change the way news channels convey information to us.
News shows are supposed to inform and provide information to the public in a neutral environment. However on Pakistani news channels we seem to see the exact 
opposite ; news is conveyed in an over- dramatic way which ressembles more to a movie or a drama series than an actual news channel.

Please consider the points mentioned so that our Television industry may evolve and set a new standard for itself and that such instances of inappropriate content shall 
never occur again.

Thank you 
, email

ARY Digital

301 113796

Respected,
The show Good Morning Pakistan by Nida Yasir has been found to be ethically offensive and disgraceful as many times the host has hosted the show with the victims 
of manu injustices in society and the way they highlighted is promoting intolerant and low self esteem in our society. This show should be banned sooner to avoid it's 
harmful effects on brains of our nation.
Regards,

, email

ARY Digital

302 113797

Assalam o Alaikum,

It is requested to kindly take action againts Nida Yasir for inviting parents of rape and murder victim child, and asking them insensitive questions for show's ratings. 
Kindly ban her morning show to put an end to this routine insensitivity that we keep witnessing.

Sincerely, 
Ammara Tanveer 
Pakistani Citizen

, email

ARY Digital
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303 113798

From: Rehan Soomro [mailto:rehansoomro0977@gmail.com] 
Sent: Thursday, September 17, 2020 3:26 PM
To: complaints@pemra.gov.pk
Subject: Ban nida yasir

There is a show called morning show being telecast on art digital hosted by nida yasir..she called marwa'parent ( a child around 5-6 years who was raped and burned ) 
and asked them very abusive questions such as " how did you recognized you daughter, how did you find out that she was raped "..this is completely unacceptable 
behavior shown by nida yasir..and she should be banned from hosting or even showing up on television .

, email

ARY Digital

304 113799

Nida Yasir  recently invited the parents of 5 year old Marwah to her morning show and probed them at length about the gruesome murder of their child.
She asked the traumatised parents sordid details of how their child disappeared and what state she was found in. The mother sobbed in between while the father barely 
carried on with the narration.
The host has been known to go to bizarre and insensitive lengths to secure good ratings for her show but this time she crossed the limits of professional and human 
integrity.
It's a shame that the showbiz industry amd people affiliated with it have stooped so low for their personal benefits. It's high time now that a complaint be lodged against 
Nida Yasir. I request for the immediate banning of Nida Yasir and her TV show.
Waiting in anticipation.
Regards.

, email

ARY Digital

305 113800

From: Hassaan Munir [mailto:ha55aan_munir10@live.com] 
Sent: Thursday, September 17, 2020 3:45 PM
To: complaints@pemra.gov.pk
Subject: Ban Nida Yasir's Good Morning Pakistan

AoA, 

On September 16, Nida Yasir hosted her regular morning show and invited the parents of a little girl who was a victim of rape and murder. She was extremely 
insensitive about their plight and asked crass questions from them:

"Aap ko kese pata challa us ke sath rape hua"
"Uss ki shaqal b nhin pehchani ja rhi thi aap se?"

...among others - all the while showing the pictures of the poor kid to her grieving parents.

Morning shows have become cancer for our society and Nida Yasir showed that yesterday. Please ban her and help the society.

Thanks.

Get Outlook for Android

, email

ARY Digital

306 113801

Dear Complain dept, Pemra

I want to register a complaint against a morning show program hosted by Nida Yasir on ARY. 

On 9th September 2020, she invited parents of a child (who was raped and murdered) and asked very very insensitive questions which caused severe distress to the 
parents as they started crying. I believe the want of the sensation of a program shouldn't breach the moral boundaries. 

As a citizen of Pakistan and for the cause of humanity, I request a ban on this program.

Thank you. 

Regards, 
Salman Rajan

Sent from Yahoo Mail on Android

, email

ARY Digital

307 113802

Dear Mr/Ms,

I am writing this epistle to complain about the insensitive remarks/questions of Nida Yasir while questioning the parents of Marwah ( Karachi child abuse victim). Her 
line of questioning was totally unreasonable and insensitive and I, as a citizen of Islamic Republic of Pakistan request Pemra to kindly take strict action against Nida 
Yasir and ARY TV. This email should be considered as my official complain.

Thanking you,

Regards,
Syed Nayyer
42101-56622025
03333107701

, email

ARY Digital
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308 113803

Good Morning, 

  I am writing this email in regards of a local Pakistanian Television show called "Nida Yasir Show" aires as an entrainment morning show in Pakistan. As I am not a 
huge fan of her routine morning shows I haven't been watching any of her dreadful episodes. However I recently came across an update associated with her recent 
episode, where she has called poor parents of a little child who was sexually assaulted.

   The main concern here are the questions that were asked. That being said, the show should be banned and should no longer possess a license to be aired in the future. 
That is one insensitive matter as well as inhumane act as of asking the irrelevant questions.  

Thank You, 
A Responsible Pakistani Citizen 
, email

ARY Digital

309 113805

From: Mohammad zahid [mailto:vision2050@yahoo.co.uk] 
Sent: Thursday, September 17, 2020 6:41 PM
To: complaints@pemra.gov.pk
Subject: BAN Nida Yasir Morning Show

AOA,
           Kindly BAN Nida Yasir Morning Show. She has Very Very Poor Approach in her show.

Thanks & Regards,
Mohammad Zahid
Cell: 0333  / 0315 8384560

, email

ARY Digital

310 113806

Sir I request you to ban ARY morning show or ban Nida yasir for her recent act. Inviting parents of Child who had been raped and killed brutally. Asking such Bad and 
Ignorant questions is a act of shame for our nation. It is not allowed Under any conditions. I request high authorities specially pemra To take strict action against her.
Thank you 

, email

ARY Digital

311 113807

Assalamoallykum 
I’m writing this email to bring to your attention ARY digital’s morning show GOOD MORNING PAKISTAN hosted by Nida Yasir. This particular program was 
hosted on the 9th of September where parents of a rape victim were invited for interviewing! I was absolutely horrified and sick to the gut at the audacity of the host 
who was asking the grieving parents such insensitive questions without any hesitation.. the poor parents might have thought that going to a TV show might bring them 
justice so I don’t blame them for why did they accept this invitation in the first place!
I’d strongly request to ban this show as I have never seen anything productive /informative or good coming out of this platform.
I’m a UK resident with strong ties to Pakistan , such shows are nothing but a shame to our community, hoping someone will take a strong action ,
Thank you 
Dr Asma Azhar 
Manchester 
United Kingdom
, email

ARY Digital

312 113808

From: Mohammad Ahmed [mailto:mohammed.ahmed.4455661@gmail.com] 
Sent: Thursday, September 17, 2020 7:44 PM
To: complaints@pemra.gov.pk
Subject: Cancel Nida Yasir Show

A 5 year old was raped and murdered brutally. This morning show host called her parents and asked the most pathetic, inhumane and completely pointless questions 
which were not required to be asked. In short, she exploited a horrendous tragedy for ratings.  

, email

ARY Digital

313 113809

Respected PEMRA,
I want to register a complain against morning show host "Nida Yasir" and her show "Good Morning Pakistan" aired weekly on ARY digital network. On 9th 
September, 2020. Nida Yasir invited the parents of 5 year old Marwah as guests and probed them at length about the gruesome murder and rape of their deceased child.
She asked the traumatized parents the sordid details of how their child dissappeared and what state she was found in. During this all, the deceased mother sobbed and 
the father struggled to narrate the incident. In the eyes of us viewers we felt as if the parents are humiliated by the host's words and actions.
Not to mention, but the host has been known to go to such bizarre and insensitive lengths to secure good ratings for her show. But this time she crossed all limits of 
professionalism and human integrity.
I want you to inquire about this matter and ban this show. 
Regards, 
Aymen Zia.
, email

ARY Digital

314 113810

AOA Dear Sir/Madam,
I hope that this epistle of mine will find you in good health and spirit. I would like to lodge my complaint against Miss Nida Yasir and her morning show “Good 
Morning Pakistan” which was aired on ARY Digital on 09th Sep 2020. It is explicitly obvious that she asked demeaning questions from the saddened parents of 
Marwah who lost their only daughter in such a tragic and brutal incident. Further, the questions asked were so brazen and insensitive that her mother revisit the trauma 
and couldn’t help herself but to cry in front of the whole nation at national tv. PEMRA, being the competent authority is hereby requested to take stern action against 
such uncouth behavior and ban Miss Nida Yasir and her morning show which put the whole nation in agony. 
Thanks, and Regards,
M Dilawar Khan 

, email

ARY Digital
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315 113811

From: Momena Sohail [mailto:momena.sl@gmail.com] 
Sent: Thursday, September 17, 2020 8:27 PM
To: complaints@pemra.gov.pk
Subject: Nida Yasir - Complaint

Salam,

Please ban Nida Yasir's morning show. 

She was extremely insensitive, throwing a child's rape in her parent's faces, and milking the topic for entertainment. She has no qualifications to talk about such a 
heartbreaking incident, and she showed that she is not worthy of this platform.

These are not Pakistani values. This is entertainment, getting to the sordid details of a child's rape for TV ratings.

You need to be better than this.

Thank you.

Momina Sohail.
, email

ARY Digital

316 113812

Dear Pemra, 

I was humiliated by the way Nida Yasir discussed the child abuse case in her morning show infront of the victim's parents. This is a sensitive matter and should not be 
discussed on live tv. Please review this host and ban her as she had already been into many such events where her intentions were only to get good ratings. 

, email

ARY Digital

317 113816

Aoa

I am Muhammad umar Azhar
I want to register a complaint against "Ms. Nida Yasir", talk show host on ARY tv channel.

On 9th September, the aforementioned host invited parents of a murder / rape victim on her show and asked them Disgusting questions repeatedly, despite seeing that 
the mother and father were in a distressful state she continued the downpour of insensitive and malafide questions.

This grotesque act was carried out deliberately and with an evil intent to capture audience ratings and attention while showing utter disregard to Journalisitc as well as 
ethical Norms.

It is therefore requested that the subject host and her program may be banned from further air time and the team involved may be reprimanded in severe fashion for this 
heinous act

Looking forward to favorable action from your side.

Regards

M Umar Azhar
Tel: 0323-5949126

Get Outlook for Android

, email

ARY Digital

318 113817
I as a citizen of Pakistan request you to ban a show called Good Morning Pakistan hosted by Nida Yasir , which is aired on ARY Digital. The reason is , the Host of 
the show Nida Yasir was being insensitive towards the parents who lost their child who was being raped. This is the link to the episode, email

ARY Digital

319 113818

Please Ban this lady, yesterday she ask questions from the family of Marwah (raped and murdered victim) which were disgusting and everybody is unhappy with that. 
My request and complain is please ban Nida Yasir and her show. 
Link attached 

https://m.youtube.com/watch?feature=share&v=dB1COF8JUq4

Regards, Muhammad Shams 

, email

ARY Digital

320 113819

Respected sir,
A Salamoalikum.
We r this era there is no humanity is showing on.. but by the grace of Allah we r alive. This pandemic is also for our judgment but we r still consciousless...how will be 
we face in front of Allah on judgemental day... Al hamdullilah we r Muslim and our believe for this day..we really condemn this kind of feminism in the society , they 
are destroying our Islamic society. We r already getting an azab. .we condemn  kola next, powerful,always

, email

ARY Digital

321 113820

I lodge a complaint against Nida Yasir and ARY. What this woman has done is nothing short of criminal and malicious.
I am truly disgusted. She called a raped and murdered victim Marwah's parents on live show and asked questions which were not to be asked from the family of victim. 
I want to be BAN Nida Yasir and her show

Link attached below 
https://m.youtube.com/watch?feature=share&v=dB1COF8JUq4

, email

ARY Digital

322 113821

I lodge a complaint against Nida Yasir and ARY. What this woman has done is nothing short of criminal and malicious.
I am truly disgusted. She called a raped and murdered victim Marwah's parents on live show and asked questions which were not to be asked from the family of victim. 
I want to be BAN Nida Yasir and her show

Link attached below 
https://m.youtube.com/watch?feature=share&v=dB1COF8JUq4

, email

ARY Digital
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323 113822

I want to lodge a complaint against Nida Yasir and ARY. What this woman has done is nothing short of criminal and malicious.
I am truly disgusted. She called a raped and murdered victim Marwah's parents on live show and asked questions which were not to be asked from the family of victim. 
I want to be BAN Nida Yasir and her show

Link attached below 
https://m.youtube.com/watch?feature=share&v=dB1COF8JUq4

, email

ARY Digital

324 113823

From: Muhammad Bilal Akram [mailto:m.Bilalakram@hotmail.com] 
Sent: Thursday, September 17, 2020 9:31 PM
To: complaints@pemra.gov.pk
Subject: Insensitve Morning show 

Please wakeup and take action against Nida Yasir's Morning show for bringing in the parents of raped child and openly humiliating them.

Wakeup and do your job!!!

, email

ARY Digital

325 113824

From: Wasif Altaf [mailto:malikalamgirian@gmail.com] 
Sent: Thursday, September 17, 2020 9:32 PM
To: complaints@pemra.gov.pk
Subject: Ban Nida Yasir for humiliating parents of a minor rape victim on ARY Digital LIVE

Dear Admins,

Nida Yasir, on ARY Digital morning show 'Good Morning Pakistan' invited parents of a minor rape victim and asked them insensitive questions and humiliated the 
parents in front of whole world. Please ban her appearence on TV. She is not good for society.

https://propakistani.pk/lens/what-was-nida-yasir-thinking-by-inviting-marwahs-parents-on-her-show-video/

--
Best Regards,
 
 
 
Wasif Altaf
Software Engineer
malikalamgirian@gmail.com
, email

ARY Digital

326 113825

To the concerned authority,
 Recently you took a good step at banning the drama Jalan on arydigital, however, it was very unfortunate that it was overturned and the drama which is spreading 
negativeth and fitnah in the society still continues to run on air. 
Ary digital has yet again done a fantastic job at not caring about the society and what message they are spreading by inviting rhe family of a child victim. This shows 
their low morals and lack of empathy. For the sake of a few dollars they will run whatever comes to their mind without thinking for a second what are the results and 
consequences of their actions. 
Please take a some sort of action which would not be overturned by local courts and would send a clear message as to how the channels should be careful in the future 
about their content. 

Thank you for your service. 

Regards, 

Abeer Asif 
malikalamgirian@gmail.com

, email

ARY Digital

327 113826

Sir,
Due to irresponsive , irrelavent and critisizing behaviour and non serious attitude of nida yasir in her shows,kindly fire her from her posts,,,she makes many of the 
society members disrespectful and hurt  them in her shows... kindly make a way.
Thanks
From,
YOUTH OF PAKISTAN

, email

ARY Digital

328 113827

We request you that we need Karachi a separate province as Lahore get the 50% of tax of lahore and use it on lahore so Karachi needs to be a separate province so 
that Pakistan Peoples Party whom they are eating all the tax of karachi 
please accepts our request 
we need Karachi separate province 
, email

ARY Digital

329 113828

From: Jalees [mailto:jalees23@gmail.com] 
Sent: Thursday, September 17, 2020 10:23 PM
To: complaints@pemra.gov.pk
Subject: #BanGoodMorningPakistan

Please Ban Good morning pakistan show by Nadia yaser. What kind of good morning show it is where host invite little girl's rap victim parents and ask them insensitive 
questions as she done it recently. There should be awareness about it but not like that.
, email

ARY Digital

330 113829

Nida yasir questioned parents of innocent raped girl. It is insensitive and ignorance of higher order. Please ban this show and ban nida yasir. Order a showcause why she 
acted like this. 
Rabia shahid
PAKISTANI

Sent from my Huawei phone
, email

ARY Digital
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331 113830

From: saad lodhi [mailto:saadlodhi369@gmail.com] 
Sent: Thursday, September 17, 2020 11:46 PM
To: complaints@pemra.gov.pk
Subject: Inexcusable show of disrespect in the name of ratings on Good Morning Pakistan

Hi

I'm writing this complaint to shed some light on the appalling display of shocking inhumanity that happened in the morning show "Good Morning Pakistan" hosted by 
Nida Yasir. 

The host invited the parents of the deceased, victim of sexual assault "marwa" and asked insensitive questions such as "Kesay pehchana kay rape howa tha?", "Kiya 
shalwar say pehnchana?" while showing off pictures of the child. 

Such behaviour is a mockery of our cultural and religious norms, rubbing salt in the wounds of parents and should be punished severely. 

Please take note of this urgent issue and make an example out of the Host and the channel.

Regards
Saad Lodhi
, email

ARY Digital

332 113831

From: ayesha naeem [mailto:ayeshanaeem.ay@gmail.com] 
Sent: Friday, September 18, 2020 12:32 AM
To: complaints@pemra.gov.pk
Subject: Ban Nida Yasir

HI Pemra, Pls ban this morning show host nida yasir on her disgusting questions, to hurt the feelings of that poor victim family. This aurat is just getting on my nerves 
yar. and the lies she told while making an apology oh god. Pls ban her and hire a new host. Industry is full of talented people. We don't need such pathetic people to 
hurt others only to get TRP's.
, email

ARY Digital

333 113832

Dear Sir/Madam
Just watched a clip of Nida yasir morning show, she was interviewing family of little angel , Merva , who was brutally raped and murdered in Karachi. It broke my heart 
in to pieces , to watch callous , unsympathetic and tormenting behaviour of Nida yasir and again and again ,she was breaking poor grand mother and father in to pieces 
by mentioning , how merwa looked like , when body found, and how do they know if she was raped.
This is unacceptable , I believe she got daughters, I would like to ask her , how would she had felt if she would have been sitting at poor family place?
I request you , please ban her, she has no values and heart, and her show should be banned immediately.

Kind Regards
Alia Bhatti
, email

ARY Digital

334 113838

From: Rbfn Rbfn [mailto:drrbfn@gmail.com] 
Sent: Friday, September 18, 2020 1:15 AM
To: complaints@pemra.gov.pk
Subject: Ban Nida Yasir

I request to please take notice of irresponsible and insensitive questions asked by Nida Yasir in her morning show regarding Marwa,which was disgusting even to 
watch.She needs to be banned for life from live shows as her stupidity is dangerous.

, email

ARY Digital

335 113839

I'm Here For to Note my complain about Nida Yasir my humbly appeal to you.Iss aurat ko Saza ho or kisi b platform pe ye nazir na aye itni neexh or ghatiya soxh 1 
Baap kese ye sb bardasht kr skta hai ye wo galeez nahi jan sakti jis ne apne show ki rating Brhane k liye 1 baap se pocha ho us ki beti ka rape kese huwa kapre kn se 
pehne the yar rooh kanp jati hai brhal agr ap log insaf nai krte tu Allah se dua hai jo koi b yeh pare or is pe Khamosh rahe wo zara is muqaam pe aye or koi or un se 
yehii poche  #Bannidayasir, email

ARY Digital

336 113840

From: Rbfn Rbfn [mailto:drrbfn@gmail.com] 
Sent: Friday, September 18, 2020 1:15 AM
To: complaints@pemra.gov.pk
Subject: Ban Nida Yasir

I request to please take notice of irresponsible and insensitive questions asked by Nida Yasir in her morning show regarding Marwa,which was disgusting even to 
watch.She needs to be banned for life from live shows as her stupidity is dangerous.

, email

ARY Digital

337 113841

Nida Yasir recently invited the parents of 5 year old Marwah to her morning show and probed them at length about the gruesome murder of their child. 

She asked the traumatised parents the sordid details of how their child disappeared and what state she was found in. The mother sobbed in between while the poor 
father struggled with a narration. 

This host has been known to go to the most bizarre and insensitive lengths to secure good ratings for her show but this time she crossed all limits of professional and 
human integrity. 

What was the purpose of this show? To 'investigate' a serious and sensitive case on an entertainment channel??? Is the host qualified to do an investigation?  What was 
the point of asking ....to shakal kaisi thi ...pehchani ja rahi thi? 

Shame on the host who is also the producer of the show, and the channel for stooping to such a low

Nida Yasir ought to be banned from doing a live show.

, email

ARY Digital

338 113842
There is a drama "jalan" Cast on ARY DIGITAL the drama Channel Every Tuesday it shows wrong relationship Between Sister in law And Sisters husband these kind 
of Things should not be promoted In our Islamic society. It leaves bad impression on our young generation We are not taking any actions against these kind of content. 
My request as a citizen of pakistan is That you look after this and take strict action, email

ARY Digital
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339 113843

Salam! 
Its a humble request to take strict action against the facebook page "Kar di na sasti baat" for ridiculing the recent motorways tragic incident. 

The mocking of this incident directly harasses not only the victim and their closed ones but all those with little humanity enough to feel the grievance and suffering on 
their part.

Please find the inappropriate post attached and take strict action against all those mocking such incidents. 
Thank you! =
, email

ARY Digital

340 113844

From: maaz khan [mailto:maazkhan495@gmail.com] Sent: Friday, September 18, 2020 4:39 AMTo: complaints@pemra.gov.pkSubject: BAN OR REMOVE NIDA 
YASIRTo,The Chairman (Saleem Baig),Pakistan Electronic Media Regulatory Authority.BAN OR REMOVE NIDA YASIR SHOWRespected sir,               With due 
respect I, MAAZ KHAN as the citizen of Pakistan. It is my responsibility to tell you what is against the rules of our society. A morning show hosted by NIDA YASIR 
at ARY DIGITAL channel “Good Morning Pakistan - 9th November 2020 - ARY Digital Show” in which she called a parents of Marwa (a girl who is raped, murdered 
and then burned) and asking them such questions which are totally against our society and I am mentioning those questions below:1.      Aap ko kese pata laga k aapki 
bachi k sath ziaditi hwi he?2.      Aapne apni bachi ko pehchana kese?The mother of girl was crying and deeply sadden to hear such questions from HOST. Asking her 
parents that how her girl was raped and how they came to know is simply so disrespectful for a father to answer such questions. NIDA YASIR uploaded a fake 
apology video in which she totally lied about the case that MARWA father approach her but instead she (Nida Yasir team) approach her for the sake of rating and 
TRP’s and she totally lied about it. She also lied about that due to media pressure police registered FIR but the reality was FIR was already registered at 4th September 
2020 the day when girl was missing.               Therefore, I request to all authorities to please take action and remove the host NIDA YASIR as the show was pre 
planned to gain Rating and Sympathy of the public.     , email

ARY Digital

341 113845

Respected sir
I am writting you this email as i am noticing that Ary has crossed the limits. Jalan got banned but the media group hasn't took that seriously. Current situation in the 
state is quite and serious already. Nida had made public angry through her show having Marwa's parents as guests and asked inappropriate questions just for rating. Her 
show is neither a source of knowledge nor of entertainment now. So i request you to kindly ban this woman as she doesn't deserve any platform to speak.
I hope an action will be taken soon.
Regards 
Nazma Goher Fatima
, EMAIL

ARY Digital

342 113846

i am warda samen citizen of pakistan where numerous rape cases appeared in last few days. but the thing which i felt wrong was the discussion in NIDA YASIR'S show 
with victims parents. She also lied in her Appology video which was disgusting. I want PEMRA to take notice about that. 
Thanks.
https://www.facebook.com/waqarzaka/videos/2710388252546911/

Sent from Yahoo Mail on Android

, email

ARY Digital

343 113847

From: Hanzala Shazi [mailto:hanzalashazi995@gmail.com] 
Sent: Friday, September 18, 2020 8:00 AM
To: complaints@pemra.gov.pk
Subject: #BanNidaYasir

Assalamualaikum , you should ban Nida Yasir for doing live shows. She asked so many weird questions from the victim's family.

, email

ARY Digital

344 113848

Dear sir,
It is to bring to your kind notice  on an emerging issue that is effecting the children and youth badly.
The following commercial(s) are aired live in peak or family hours posing threat to morality of young pakistani nation.

1- female sanitary products(i.e Always etc..)
The above commercial is advertised regardless of any time restriction where it becomes a reason of shame between family members.
The details of the products portray vulgarity and are presented with so ease that small children imitate its dialogues and lyrics.

Sir, this is unacceptable and questionable in govt. Of Islamic Republic of Pakistan.

Please look into the matter before this termite of immorality eats our coming generations.

Warm Regards,

Nihal Haider
, email

ARY Digital

345 113849

Dear PEMRA,

this is to bring to your notice a heinous act committed by Ms. Nida Yasir on her morning show on ARY digital where the parents of rape and murder victim Marwah 
were brutally questioned by her, only to get ratings. kindly take notice and bar her from repeating such actions.

Regards
Talha Khan Ghauri
, email

ARY Digital

346 113850

Dear Sir/Madam "The Nida yasir show " invited rape victim parents hails from karachi .The questions put on by Nida yasir were unacceptable and violate ethics and 
norms of this society.As parents they were put into excruciating pain and extreme level of humiliation..Nida yasir sits on responsible seat ,showed extreme insensitivity 
to this sensitive case .Nida yasir like people don't deserve tobe hosting such shows and should be banned from future hosting from any national tv or radio channels.
ishfaq Ahmed

, email

ARY Digital
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347 113851

AOA.

Hope you all are well and my email reaches you in a timely matter. First of all I would like to say I really appreciate the work you guys do in banning bad content. I am 
actually a Pakistani living in the U.S. my entire life. I used to watch a lot of Pakistani content like dramas, morning shows etc. But recently with all the mess going on 
around Pakistan, such as harassment, abuse, etc. I would like to make a plea of banning Good morning Pakistan on ARY Digital. She has already crossed many barriers 
but bringing a child who was raped and murdered parents onto a show and asking them such horrific questions seriously boiled my blood. That was utterly and 
extremely a sickening tactic to increase her views. She herself has her own kids, did she not once think that what if it was them? Oh yes but they're a celebrity, it could 
"never" happen to them. God Forbid. I would like to appeal this by requesting banning her from television. Even if she apologizes she will go back to her shameful 
content. 

JazakAllah Khairun.
Laraib Zohra.
A fellow Pakistani.
, email

ARY Digital

348 113852

This complaint is regarding Nida Yasir

morning show by the name of "Good Morning Pakistan'  telecasted

on ARY Digital.  Kindly note that the host of the show i.e Nida Yasir

is highly insensitive, irresponsible host. She has crossed all the limits

of decency and empathy in her shows many times most recent being the show
with parents of Karachi's rape victim. the way she questioned the parents
to recall the whole horrendous scenario and play on their emotions just
to get ratings for her show is unethical. Even in the past there have been
episodes which were appalling for instance one with the Pathan child Ahmad.

 

It is requested to either ban Nida yasir

from conducting any morning show on any channel. 

Regards,
Saadia Kalim

, email

ARY Digital

349 113853

Dear Pemra,

It's not the first time we have seen such an act of half wit from Host Nida Yasir. She has repeatedly committed such grave mistakes in her previous shows. It's high time 
the show should be banned or Nida Yaisr as a host should be banned from Every channel.  
The so called "Social media " apology by Nida Yasir is just to secure her fame and the revenue generating from the show.

She has been repeadeatly invovled in belittling others, encouraging the taboos, complexion discrimination, body shaming, violating the SOP's in COVID , paid actors 
and fake stories.
Rape is a sensitive issue, greive strucking parents is not justified, just to get TRP. Even her apology was a total lie where she put whole blame on parents of Marwa.

We, as an audience, want to get rid of her show.

Regards,
Marium Farooq

, email

ARY Digital

350 113854

Hi Pemra Complaint Center,
I hope you are doing well.

I want to report a make against Nida Yasir for use cheap wording while interviewing Chid Victim Parents. They lost their child in that inhuman act, and she was like 
that; it's normal and asked them silly questions. 

Please ban her for the morning shows and make her feel sorry for that act.

I am looking forward to hearing from you. Your early attention will be appreciated.

Have a great day ahead!

-- 
, email

ARY Digital

351 113855

Dear Pemra Team,

I am a Non Resident Pakistani and recently saw Nida Yasir of ARY exploiting child abuse case by inviting victims Parents to her show.

Ban her fine her and take legal action.

Thanks
Muhammad Awan
Germany

Sent from my iPhone=
, email

ARY Digital
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352 113856

From: Shahzad Khattak [mailto:shahzad.khpalwaak@gmail.com] 
Sent: Friday, September 18, 2020 12:45 PM
To: complaints@pemra.gov.pk
Subject: BAN ON ARY MORNING SHOW OF NIDA YASIR

AoA.

It is stated with immense displeasure and extreme anger that the kind of unlady like language and behavior shown by the so called morning show of nida yasir on 9th 
septmber 2020 is unforgivable and unforgetable.I was ashamed to listen her questions from the bereaved family which further adds to the miseries of this simple and 
noble family.It should be banned without any delay to discourage such cheap live shows which are nothing more than a garbage.If these rating hungry channels has no 
sense of our social,moral and ethical values,they have no rights to be aired .PEMRA should take the strictest possible action.
thank you.

, email

ARY Digital

353 113857

From: suneel bazel [mailto:suneelbazel02@gmail.com] 
Sent: Friday, September 18, 2020 12:53 PM
To: complaints@pemra.gov.pk
Subject: Report against Nida Yasir's morning show

AOA,
I want to register my complaints against Nida Yasir who intentially invited the parents of rape victim child's parents and asked inhuman questions.
I want that Nida Yasir and her Show should he banned.
Regards
Suneel bazel
Citizen of Pakistan
, email

ARY Digital

354 113858

From: syed hamza shah [mailto:ha696667@gmail.com] 
Sent: Friday, September 18, 2020 1:01 PM
To: complaints@pemra.gov.pk
Subject: Ban Nida Yasir

Nida Yasir Took Disgraceful Interview with the Parents of Dead Girl Child who was Murder And Rape
Queen of fake morning show guests, audience and hungry for TRPs #NidaYasir invited the parents of a 5 year old rape and murder victim #Marwah on her show and 
asked them extremely insensitive questions, making the mother and father cry. 
How someone takes advantage of misery of poor parents who's child traumatized & than kill , email

ARY Digital

355 113861

ندا ياسر کا مارننگ شو بند کيا جائے 
اِس نے ايک بے بس مروه کے والدين کو شو ميں بال کر بے تکے سوالت کيے اور شو کی ريٹنگ کے ليئے سب کُچه اِس نے ايسا کيا

Ban NIDA Yasir

email ,

ARY Digital

356 113862

پاکستان کے مارننگ شوز اور انکی ہوسٹ اس ملک ميں زہر پهيال رہے... ريٹنگ کے ليے 5 سال کی بچی کا ريپ ہوا فوت ہوئی اسکے ماں باپ کو بال کر ان سے اتنے گهٹيا سوال کئے کہ انکی بری حالت 
ہوگئی... ريپ کے بعد کس حالت ميں ملی کيا ہوا

 کوئی شرم هوتی ہے کوئی حيا ہوتی ہے، ہميں کم از کم تهوڑا احساس ہونا چاہيے کہ اگال بنده کس صدمے سے گزر رہا ہے اور اس طرح کے سواالت نہيں کرنے چاہئيں جس سے اگلے بندے  کے ذخموں 
پر نمک چهڑکنے والی بات ہو 

افسوس ہے بہت افسوس ہے، پتا نہيں کب اس ميڈيا کے گند سے آزادی ملے گی

 #BanNidaYasir 

:On Fri, 18 Sep 2020, 11:25 am Adeel Ahmed,  wrote
ندا ياسر کا مارننگ شو بند کيا جائے 

اِس نے ايک بے بس مروه کے والدين کو شو ميں بال کر بے تکے سوالت کيے اور شو کی ريٹنگ کے ليئے سب کُچه اِس نے ايسا کيا
Ban NIDA Yasir

email ,

ARY Digital

357 113863

Assalam Alaikum,

I am sure plenty of complaints on the issue have been made to you and you are well aware of the insensitive questions posed by NIDA YASIR of the morning show on 
ARY to the parents of a little angel Marvah who was raped. This is not the first time she's been in the news for caring only about the ratings of her show. NIDA YASIR 
is a repeat offender.

If the person reading this email has ever cared for a child they can understand the hurt felt by her parents and everyone all over Pakistan. Do not brush this under the 
carpet.   

I am holding out hope that you will most definitely take action and BAN NIDA YASIR from EVER EVER EVERRR doing a live show or any show at all. 

I pray that Allah puts his fear in your heart to make you take action against this injustice. 

Ameen.

Prophet Muhammad ملسو هيلع هللا ىلص said “Verily, injustice (ẓulm) will become darkness (ẓulumat) on the Day of Judgment.”  

, email

ARY Digital
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358 113864

-----Original Message-----
From: Syeda Rabia Gillani [mailto:syedarabiagillani@yahoo.com] 
Sent: Friday, September 18, 2020 2:55 PM
To: complaints@pemra.gov.pk
Subject: Nida Yasir’s morning show 

Please it is a humble request that ban this morning show which airs on ARY digital and also ban the host Nida Yasir. She is incredibly insensitive when it comes to 
topics like child rape and abuse! The way she invited the parents of Marwa and manipulated their feelings by asking insensitive questions about their dead and abused 
daughter was totally wrong and unacceptable. 
Banning her from the media industry would be the most sensible decision ever made!! 
Thankyou 

Sent from my iPhone

, email

ARY Digital

359 113865

Dear Sir, Ma'am,

I hope this finds you well. I am writing to report the show Good Morning Pakistan hosted by Nida Yasir on ARY digital. This show has consistently degrading and 
insensitive content. However, an episode that aired last week and was posted on Youtube on September 9th, 2020, featured the interview of rape victim Marwah's 
parents. The episode has no trigger warnings, the parents are told to recall the entire incident (and that is done), the questions are extremely insensitive and grotesque 
and the entire episode is featured as if it's a cheap horror film (please check the music, nida yasir's fake crying, the makeup laden host and the gaudy set up). There is no 
sensitivity or even humanity for such a serious incident.

It is important the media highlights injustices and acts as a watchdog. However, this is just cheap tactics to use a grave issue for ratings. As a member of the audience 
and citizen of Pakistan, I request you to ban this show and (at the very least) strictly reinforce sensitive journalism and media practices by media personalities. If this 
show were to air again, ARY digital must hire a new host and ensure better practices. PLEASE take swift action on this. Thank you.

Here is the YouTube link to the episode: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dB1COF8JUq4

Best Regards,
Syeda Haleema Hasan
Karachi,
Pakistan
, email

ARY Digital

360 113867

It is requested kindly register my complaint against Nida Yasir (the host of morning show "Good Morning Pakistan" at ARY Entertainment) who instigated resent in 
public by irresponsibly questioning the parents of a murdered girl about the details of their daughter's rape and murder. 
Kindly issue a show-cause notice to the mentioned host or register this complaint at the very least. 
Thank you ARY Digital

361 113868

It is requested kindly register my complaint against Nida Yasir (the host of morning show "Good Morning Pakistan" at ARY Entertainment) who instigated resent in 
public by irresponsibly questioning the parents of a murdered girl about the details of their daughter's rape and murder. 
Kindly issue a show-cause notice to the mentioned host or register this complaint at the very least. 
Thank you

, email

ARY Digital

362 113871

From: Zahra [mailto:zahraqureshi101@gmail.com] 
Sent: Friday, September 18, 2020 7:59 PM
To: complaints@pemra.gov.pk
Subject: Ban Nida Yasir

To whom it may concern.

I heard and read about the Nida Yasir controversy today. I just want to say that I feel disgusted by her presence on television and she should be banned from television 
forever. She always says and asks the most inappropriate things. She is a disgrace. 

Please take some kind of action this time around!

Sent from Mail for Windows 10

, email

ARY Digital

363 113872

From: Muhammad Abu Bakar [mailto:abubakardnp38@gmail.com] 
Sent: Friday, September 18, 2020 8:03 PM
To: Complaints@pemra.gov.pk
Subject: Complain

Ban nida yasir show, how she disgraced parents of 5 years little child who was raled and murdered brutally... 
, email

ARY Digital

364 113873

From: Muhammad Ahmad [mailto:ahmadamin.s700@gmail.com] 
Sent: Friday, September 18, 2020 8:25 PM
To: complaints@pemra.gov.pk
Subject: Drama " Ghissi pitti mohabaat"

Assalam u Alaikum!
                                   My request is to take down drama "ghissi pitti mohabbat" airing on ARY DIGITAL. The drama is inethical and against our Islamic values. The 
drama is spreading negativity by airing such scenes, story and dialogues that have negative effects on our youth children. Especially, children and youngs are more 
vulnerable because they are immature. This drama is taking our youth to wrong by airing affairs between many people which is totally against Islam. And by airing such 
scenes as a woman with her girl alone in house of an unknown, rapes will increase. Alhamdulillah Pakistan is an Islamic country , so you should take that drama down 
immediately.
Regards,
Ahmad
, email

ARY Digital
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365 113875

-----Original Message-----
From: Mohid Ahmed [mailto:mohidahmed96@gmail.com] 
Sent: Friday, September 18, 2020 9:26 PM
To: complaints@pemra.gov.pk
Subject: Ban Nida yasir

Please ban nida yasir as she is clearly out of her mind.

Sent from my iPhone
, email

ARY Digital

366 113877

From: Ahmed Mumtaz [mailto:ahmed_mumtaz94@hotmail.com] 
Sent: Friday, September 18, 2020 10:25 PM
To: complaints@pemra.gov.pk
Subject: Ban Nida Yasir from TV

Dear Concerned,  

I am a Pakistani origin Canadian and have been watching ARY for quite a long time. I want you to ban Nida Yasir from going on air via any electronic medium as she 
is insensitive on multiple occasions on her show latest on Sept 9, while interviewing a rape victim parents. It is a request which you may kindly consider please.

Regards,

Ahmed Mumtaz

, email

ARY Digital

367 113884

Nida Yasir Took Disgraceful Interview with the Parents of Dead Girl Child who was Murder And Rape
Queen of fake morning show guests, audience and hungry for TRPs #NidaYasir invited the parents of a 5 year old rape and murder victim #Marwah on her show and 
asked them extremely insensitive questions, making the mother and father cry. 
How someone takes advantage of misery of poor parents who's child traumatized & than kill , email

ARY Digital

368 113885

Dear honorable Incharge complaint cell,

            It is stated with great grief that in a TV program a couple was called on whose child was raped/abused. The TV anchor ( further info attached) asked the couple 
so awkward questions related to their child's rape attempt that they were made so embarrassed. The anchor knowingly hurt their feelings just for publicity/TRPs. It's a 
humble request to kindly take strick action and set the TV program and the anchor an example so that never again this may happen and the feelings of these already 
dead people may never be hurt.

Your faithfully,
Mian Bilal Inayat۔
Assistant sub Inspector 
خيبر پختونخواه پوليس                                        

, email

ARY Digital

369 113887

Dear Chairman and to whom it may concern,

I’m writing this complaint regarding the “Good Morning Pakistan” show hosted by Mrs. Nida Yasir. 

Recently, the host invited the very humble and devastated parents of 5 year old Marwah, a rape and murder victim. This show has absolutely no ethical values and 
continues to get away with unethical topic discussions such like the one mentioned in this email. This has crossed the boundaries of humanity. She has absolutely 
humiliated the parents and claimed she was doing them a favor for giving them media time. This is not the case. 

I’m a concerned Pakistani and it highly worries me when my country is allowing insensitive shows and topics to be discussed in the public format. I believe only 
accredited media channels such as news anchors can talk about such a topic and still maintain level of respect and sensitivity. A morning casual Talk show host like 
Mrs. Nida Yasir is not accredited to talk on such a topic and also should be ashamed of herself to ask absurd insensitive questions to parents who have lost a child to 
rape and murder. The Questions she asked included, the conditions how they found their 5 year old daughter or what she was wearing at the time post-incident. 

I request your agency to look into this show and it’s credibility. There are several other episodes from this particular mornings show that stand against the Islamic 
Republic Of Pakistan’s values and should be thoroughly investigated. 

I humbly demand  action and look forward to how your agency will act. I thank you for your time. 

Best regards,

Pakiza Chatha
A concerned Pakistani.=
, email

ARY Digital

370 113888

Respected Pemra, 
                                There is a channel on facebook, name "Daily pakistan". A host
 "yasir shami" was taking interview from public about PORN STAR " Mia Khalifa ". She is a porn star, and maximum people don't know about her. Girls and families 
don't know about her. And yasir shami publically ask about her from people. The people male or female who don't know about porn star, now known because of his 
third class show. 
Kind take strict action against him.
This is the link of his show

https://www.facebook.com/DailyPakistan.OfficialPage/videos/402687164509153/
Sent from Yahoo Mail on Android

, email

ARY Digital
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371 113889

Dear PEMRA Officials,

Nida Yasir recently invited the parents of 5-year-old Marwah to her "Good morning pakistan" show by ARY digital and she probed them at length about the gruesome 
murder of their child.

She asked the traumatized parents the sordid details of how their child disappeared and what state she was found in. The mother sobbed in between while the poor 
father struggled with a narration.

This host has been known to go to the most bizarre and insensitive lengths to secure good ratings for her show but this time she crossed all limits of professional and 
human integrity.

What was the purpose of this show? To 'investigate' a serious and sensitive case on an entertainment channel??? Is the host qualified to do an investigation? What was 
the point of asking ....to shakal kaisi the? ..penchani ja rahi thi?

I have attached the link to the video. 
I as a pakistani citizen urge the PEMRA to take strict action against this show and the host Nida yasir for such inhuman act and as this show is not already any 
productive for our kids and families.

Link to the video: https://m.youtube.com/watch?feature=share&v=dB1COF8JUq4

Yours sincerely,
Salman Memon, Larkana, Sindh Pakistan , email

ARY Digital

372 113890

Greetings,

I have to complain about the ARY Digital Morning Show Host Ms. Nida Yasir.
She provides irrelevant and inappropriate topics on the show. She also introduces the people without there concern on the show and destroys the culture of Pakistan.

Hope its enough complains to stop this show or change the host of this show.

Thanks & Regards,
Muhammad Hasnain
      
, email

ARY Digital

373 113891

R/sir
I am a responsible citizen of Sindh, Pakistan. I want to lodge a compaint over hearting the sentiments of whole nation by an ARY TV channal morning show host Nida 
Yasir. Sir this show air on 9th of September 2020 in which host invited 5 years old girls Marwah's parents. Nida ask extremely inappropriate question about the sad 
incident which shoke their life. Nida's question made marwah's mother cry but that lady totally ignored that and also ignored they cry of our whole nation.
I request you please ban nida yasir for her inappropriate behaviour on national tv if you believe in the day of Judgement.

Regards:
Junaid Ahmed 
, email

ARY Digital

374 113892

Salaam,
I don't know from where I start and how I
Come to an end but after watching
Marwa's Father in good morning Pakistan show.

I felt extremely sad, helpless and frustrated
Bcoz of Nida Yasir questions and the way
Music was playing in the background during
Their interview.

I m no one to judge , but you guys have
Power n you guys know better than me
So please take strick actions against
Such shows so that in future anchor,
Directors , producer everyone take care
Of these things and never hurt someone
Feelings, emotions on TV shows.

Please BAN Nida Yasir Show.

Thanks and Regards
, email

ARY Digital

375 113893

Dear PEMRA, I want to launch a complaint against the program “Aisay Nahi Chalega” aired on 14th September 2020 as the anchor of the program and guest was 
provoking people of Pakistan by saying vulgar and using abusive language against women. Secondly, the picture used by this program is an open threat to the lady who 
is even not taking the poster inscribed of the slogan “Mera Jism Mayri Marzi”, which said by the Anchor Fiza Akber Khan. And continuously Khalil Ur Rahman was 
using an abusive word which was not stopped by the anchor. I think that this was a violation of women’s constitutional rights and against the Code 3(e), (f), (h), 4(c), 
4(10), 13, 19, 23, and 24 of the Electronic Media (Programs and Advertisements) Code of Conduct, 2015. It\'s a kind request to look into the matter seriously and take 
necessary action against the program and anchorperson by using the wrong picture with the wrong slogan.  Regards, Zehra Khan, email

ARY Digital
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376 113897

From: Saira Malik [mailto:sairamalak@gmail.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, September 22, 2020 11:50 AM
To: Complaints@pemra.gov.pk
Subject: Nida Yasir Morning Show ARY 9th September

اسالم عليکم

.گزشتہ کچه دنوں ميں پيمرا نے ٹيلی ويژن پہ دکهائے جانے والے کچه پر اعتراض مواد پر پابندی عائد کی. جس سے دل کو تسلی ہوئی کہ ابهی چراغوں ميں روشنی باقی ہے
 اسی سلسلے کی نئی کڑی ندا ياسر کا وه مورننگ شو ہے جس ميں اس بے حس خاتون نے مقتول پانچ سالہ بچی مروه کے ماں باپ کو بال کر ان سے انتہائی نا مناسب اور سفاک سواالت کيے. اس بارے ميں
.يقيناً پيمرا کو التعداد شکايات موصول ہو چکی ہيں
اور ندا ياسر سے کوئی جواب طلبی کيوں نہيں ہوئی؟ ARY سوال يہ ہے کہ ان شکايات کے جواب ميں پيمرا نے اب تک کوئی قدم کيوں نہيں اٹهايا؟ اب تک
 کرے اور ايسے ban ندا ياسر ماضی ميں کئی بار اس طرح کے جرائم کا ارتکاب کر چکی ہے اور ہر بار ايک لولی لنگڑی معافی پيش کر ديتی ہے . اب بہت ہو گيا. اب وقت آگيا ہے کہ پيمرا اس خاتون کو 
.پر کچه قواعد عايد کرے handling موضوعات کی
 .اميد ہے پيمرا ہميں مايوس نہيں کرے گا

 واسالم

 ايک پاکستانی
, email

ARY Digital

377 113898

I am writing here to complain against a very popular TV channel-ARY, it’s morning show Good Morning Pakistan and the notorious host-Nida Yasir. Considering past 
behavior and content of the show and in the light of the current event, where she being the Producer as well as the host of her show invited a child rape victim’s family 
posing to be sympathizing with them superficially but the world saw how in actual she humiliated the family. She ridiculed them by asking most unnecessary questions 
and elaborating on the traumatized event. In a world of intellect, this is considered a very low stunt to gain TRP’s. When the people reacted on social media against her 
she came out to apologize and told more lies to save herself and her channel from the due wrath. But this time audience has become intelligent enough for not to fall 
prey to her acting skills and lies. Its high time PEMRA take notice of this host and ban her from appearing on national Television forever. She has been extremely 
irresponsible with her show, its content and her verbal comments. The content of the show does no good to anybody instead is spreading nonsense low grade material 
in the name of entertainment. Her show is what tik tok to the world. Nida Yasir is not at all a good representation of Pakistan whereas her appearing on national 
Television gives a negative image of Pakistan to the world wherever her show is being broadcast. The people who appear on TV have to act responsibly as they are 
also representing a country and if a person is not trained enough to act in a responsible manner, then the time has come to teach them that not everything is about TRP. 
She has made fun of humanity and a sensitive issue such as rapae and used it as a tool to gain attention. This has hurt feelings  not just of the victim family but all those 
who watched it and know what level on insensitivity did she commit. Please authorities it’s the right time to take severe action towards Nida Yasir, her show, the 
content of the show and the channel owners. Please make this an example. We have trust in PEMRA and thus ask you to take notice.  Thanks, A responsible Pakistani  
, email

ARY Digital

378 113902

From: Shoaib Rauf [mailto:shoaibrauf2000@gmail.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, September 23, 2020 10:01 AM
To: complaints@pemra.gov.pk
Subject: 

Assalam-O-Alaikum

I am a citizen of Islamics Republic of Pakistan and I am Soo hurt to see A morning show show Miss Nida Yasir on Ary digital to call the parents of the girl who was 
not only raped but killed by the rapists by putting havey stuff on her and smashed her face .The show aired on 9 September 2020 and yet nothing is being done writing 
this email I can't hold my tears how can see call the a ask them such questions and the mother of the victim was sitting putting her hands on her head and looking 
download under her Vail. I request the authority to kindly ban Nida Yasir for this act and this is not for the first time and take legal action against her and her channel

, email

ARY Digital

379 113903
From: Razak Nku [mailto:brichardsanco20@gmail.com] Sent: Wednesday, September 23, 2020 6:27 PMTo: undisclosed-recipients:Subject: Fwd:---------- Forwarded 
message ---------From: Razak Nku Date: Wed, 23 Sep 2020 at 13:21Subject: To:  , email

ARY Digital

380 113906

Margalla Cables DI Khan has sublet the service on Dera Diyal Road a settlement in its neighbourhood to one Mr Jahangir whose provision of cable is poor .The service 
goes off the air frequently for days and he keeps his phone shut and we stay disconnected  The head office when informed says It is the domain Jahangir and it cannot 
help.                      Mr Jahagir is solely concerned with collecting fee and enhances it every now and then The head office does not play any role in fixing the fee and are 
left to whims of this sub contractor. The cable don't,have their own Bill's and use pamphlets of real estate a copy is attached        The sub contractor has raised fees 
many times. He demands at present Rs400/Rs400/-PM He was asked to get it confirmed from Headoffice which he refused and threatened to cut the sevice My 
question is that after allotting a contract the role of the headoffice ends Is there no monitoring system Can the contractor shoot up the fees at will with no 
accountability Can I be provided with a copy of the contract Is charging Rs400 justified without attending customers calls                                                          Kindly 
order to address these issues Encl.bill     Abdul Aziz Gandapur, email

ARY Digital

381 113913

From: muhammad maaz khanani [mailto:maazqadri92@gmail.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, September 23, 2020 9:45 PM
To: complaints@pemra.gov.pk
Subject: Request

As you know that last week nida yasir playing with other emotions in every
, email

ARY Digital

382 113914

From: muhammad maaz khanani [mailto:maazqadri92@gmail.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, September 23, 2020 9:45 PM
To: complaints@pemra.gov.pk
Subject: Request

As you know that last week nida yasir playing with other emotions in every
, email

ARY Digital
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383 113915

From: hamza saheen [mailto:sheikhhamzasaheen@gmail.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, September 23, 2020 10:01 PM
To: complaints@pemra.gov.pk
Subject: 

Sir 
https://www.facebook.com/DailyPakistan.OfficialPage/videos/402687164509153/
The following link is the Show of Yasir Shami of Channel Daily Pakistan 
In which he inquires about a porn actress MIA khalifa from local public and also gave awareness to people about this actress which is really very bad on moral health of 
public and also young minds who are very fan of this channel 
So I request you to search out this video and take serious notice

, email

ARY Digital

384 113560
Nida Yasir Invite Rape Case Victim Marwah,s Parents And Ask Sensitive Question

ban this programl
ARY Musik

385 113595 Please take action against Nida yasir program morning show ARY Musik
386 113648 Irrelevant questions of host Nida Yasir from the family of Rape victim Marwah . Nida Yasir must be banned., . ARY Musik
387 113447 Chocolato advertisement is inappropriate ..this commercial should be banned, . ARY News

388 113541

Complaint/Remarks:
Nida Yasir recently invited the parents of 5 year old Marwah to her morning show and probed them at length about the gruesome murder of their child. She asked the 
traumatised parents the tiniest details of how their child was violated, tortured and murdered. The mother sobbed inconsolably while the poor father struggled to 
describe the indescribable. This host has been known to go to the most bizarre and insensitive lengths to secure good ratings for her show but this time she crossed all 
limits of professional and human integrity. What was the purpose of this show? To provide a graphic imagery of the vilest crime committed? To agonise the parents 
further? To make money from sensationalizing a sin? Shame on the host, the program team and the channel for shredding human values to bits and stooping to such a 
low. I request you to kindly take strong actions against this show and show them the right path. This show has also done a lot of similar issues in the past. They will 
also keep doing the similar things in the future if you don't take any action. Please save our society., .

ARY Zindagi

389 113427 گزارش ہے کے بول انٹرٹينمنٹ پر جو شوز ہو رہے ہيں۔ game show, khush raho Pakistan, tick tock show, insta show , katakat show۔ ان سب ميں نا مناسب الفاظ اور نام مناسب چيزيں 
email ,دکهائی جا رہی ہيں۔ جو کہ فيملی کے ساته ديکهی نہيں جا سکتی۔ اور بچوں ميں يورپی تہذيب اور مائنڈ سيٹ کرنے کی سازش ہے۔ گزارش ہے کے ان پر جلد از جلد نوٹس ليا جائے۔

Bol News

390 113452
بول انٹرٹينمنٹ کے 5 سے 6 ايسے پروگرام ہيں کہ جو همارے مسلم معاشرے ميں دکهانے کے قابل نہيں ہيں... ان کو ويڈيو ميں ديکها جاسکتا ہے... ان پروگراموں ميں ايسے لگتا ہے کہ جيسے ايک باقاعده 
منصوبہ بندی کے تحت پاکستان کی نوجوان نسل کو بےحيائی اور بےشرمی کی طرف دهکيال جا رہا ہے... ان پروگراموں ميں نوجوانوں کو ايسی سرگرميوں سے روشناس کرايا جا رہا ہے جن سے ہمارے 

email , مسلمان ملک ہونے کی شناخت
Bol News

391 113456

game show aesy chaly ga, Khush raho Pakistan, tick tock show, Insta Show, Kata Kut Show بول انٹرٹينمنٹ کے موجوده شوز جن ميں
يہ سب شوز موجوده نسل کے ليے بہت زياده نقصان ده ثابت ہو رہے ہيں۔ان ميں بہت بيہوده زبان استعمال کی جاتی ہے جو فيملی کے ساته نہيں ديکهی جا سکتی۔مسلسل طوفان بدتميزی اور فحاشی بچوں کو 

مغربی تہذيب کی طرف راغب کر رہی ہے۔آپ سے گزارش ہے کہ مسلمانوں اور پاکستان کی تہزيب اور ثقافت کو مدنظر رکهتے ہوئے ايسے تمام شوز کو بند کيا جائے اور ان کے خالف جلد از جلد 
کارروائی کی جائے۔شکريہ۔

email ,

Bol News

392 113480 Tiktok Show and Insta Show on Bol are indecent , It should be banned, . Bol News
393 113488 Tik-Tok Show program is ban by PEMRA but Bol channel is airing the program., Tik-Tok Show must not be aired. Bol News

394 113904
In this cartoon they are using Indian language and Indian culture which is effect our society and also violation of PEMRA Rules kindly stop and Ban immediately

Cartoon Network

395 113408

Dear Sir,

I am advocate by profession and respectable citizen of islamic republic of Pakistan. On 30.8.2020 one Channel 24 HD was broadcasting in their media one of the 
Matami Jaloos in their channel in which a person was reciting supplication in arabic. While reciting the supplication, a person straightly curses Hazrat Abu Sufyan 
Raziallah anhu and Hazrat Ameer Muawiah Razialla anhu and both are the beloved companions of our beloved Prophet Sallalahu alaihi wassalam.
Being a muslim i am being hurt by the statements of the person whose supplication was broadcasted by Channel 24. The channel was very negligent and irresponsible 
for broadcasting such material which can create sunni and shia riots in future. Therefore, it would be in the best interest of the integrity of Pakistan to revoke the license 
of Channel 24 under Section 30 of PEMRA Ordinance, 2002.

For evidence i am also attaching video proof.

Best Regards,

Mian Sohail Shoaib 
Advocate High Court
Cell No. 0324 4719857 

, email

Channel 24

396 113409

Asslam o alaikum 
24 news tv ne aaj live nashreyat me sahaba kram رضوان هللا عليہم ke khelaf shiya zakar ki bakwas chala kar har qisam ki khelaf warzi ki he..
is I khelaf sakhat action hona chahye. Thanks so much 
, email

Channel 24

397 113411

Dear Sir,

I am a respectable citizen of islamic republic of Pakistan. On 30.8.2020 one Channel 24 HD was broadcasting in their media one of the Matami Jaloos in their channel 
in which a person was reciting supplication in arabic. While reciting the supplication, a person straightly curses Hazrat Abu Sufyan Raziallah anhu and Hazrat Ameer 
Muawiah Razialla anhu and both are the beloved companions of our beloved Prophet Sallalahu alaihi wassalam.
Being a muslim i am being hurt by the statements of the person whose supplication was broadcasted by Channel 24. The channel was very negligent and irresponsible 
for broadcasting such material which can create sunni and shia riots in future. Therefore, it would be in the best interest of the integrity of Pakistan to revoke the license 
of Channel 24 under Section 30 of PEMRA Ordinance, 2002.

Best Regards,

Hassan Zafar

, email

Channel 24
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398 113412

Dear Sir,

I am Asif Ali Bajwa , an advocate by profession and respectable citizen of islamic republic of Pakistan. On 30.8.2020 one Channel 24 HD was broadcasting in their 
media one of the Matami Jaloos in their channel in which a person was reciting supplication in arabic. While reciting the supplication, a person straightly curses Hazrat 
Abu Sufyan Raziallah anhu and Hazrat Ameer Muawiah Razialla anhu and both are the beloved companions of our beloved Prophet Sallalahu alaihi wassalam.
Being a muslim i am being hurt by the statements of the person whose supplication was broadcasted by Channel 24. The channel was very negligent and irresponsible 
for broadcasting such material which can create sunni and shia riots in future. Therefore, it would be in the best interest of the integrity of Pakistan to revoke the license 
of Channel 24 under Section 30 of PEMRA Ordinance, 2002.

For evidence i am also attaching video proof.

Best Regards,

Name
Cell No.
-- 
Thanks & Regards,
 Asif Ali Bajwa,
Cell: 0509414088
 

, email

Channel 24

399 113413

Email to pemra at complaints@pemra.gov.pk

Dear Sir,

I am merchant by profession and respectable citizen of islamic republic of Pakistan. On 30.8.2020 one Channel 24 HD was broadcasting in their media one of the 
Matami Jaloos in their channel in which a person was reciting supplication in arabic. While reciting the supplication, a person straightly curses Hazrat Abu Sufyan 
Raziallah anhu and Hazrat Ameer Muawiah Razialla anhu and both are the beloved companions of our beloved Prophet Sallalahu alaihi wassalam.
Being a muslim i am being hurt by the statements of the person whose supplication was broadcasted by Channel 24. The channel was very negligent and irresponsible 
for broadcasting such material which can create sunni and shia riots in future. Therefore, it would be in the best interest of the integrity of Pakistan to revoke the license 
of Channel 24 under Section 30 of PEMRA Ordinance, 2002.

For evidence i am also attaching video proof.

Best Regards,

Name , Mr Usman
Cell No.03214700066

, email

Channel 24

400 113414

Dear Sir!
Me Usman Riaz,  being responsible citizen of Pakistan,  complaining you about a Matmi jaloos, which was broadcast on Channel 24 HD ( a news channel), on dated 30-
08-2020, In that jaloos a person was cursing to Abu sufyan (RA) and Hazrat Muavia (RA), who are companions of Our beloved prophet SAWW. This act really 
painful for a muslim, I feel this kind of acts from any school of thoughts muslim can cause of riots in country. 
Related department should take necessary action to prevent damage. So that peaceful society prevails. 

Thanks and Regards
Usman Riaz
, email

Channel 24

401 113418 Sahaba e Karam ki Toheen ki gai hai, Pls ban the channel Channel 24
402 113419 Sahaba ke shaan mai gustakhi live telecast ke gael Channel 24

403 113420

Dear Sir,

I am teacher by profession and respectable citizen of islamic republic of Pakistan. On 30.8.2020 one Channel 24 HD was broadcasting in their media one of the Matami 
Jaloos in their channel in which a person was reciting supplication in arabic. While reciting the supplication, a person straightly curses Hazrat Abu Sufyan Raziallah 
anhu and Hazrat Ameer Muawiah Razialla anhu and both are the beloved companions of our beloved Prophet Sallalahu alaihi wassalam.
Being a muslim i am being hurt by the statements of the person whose supplication was broadcasted by Channel 24. The channel was very negligent and irresponsible 
for broadcasting such material which can create sunni and shia riots in future. Therefore, it would be in the best interest of the integrity of Pakistan to revoke the license 
of Channel 24 under Section 30 of PEMRA Ordinance, 2002.

For evidence i am also attaching video proof.

Best Regards,
, email

Channel 24

404 113421

Assalamoalaikum.... Aj baroz sunday 10 muharram ko Tibet center Karachi ma juloos ma khulay aam TV per sahaba ke shaan ma gustaakhe ke gae ha...24 news 
channel na live coverage ke ha.... PEMRA sa request ke jate ha k jald az jald is k khilaaf karwae ke jay.....

, email

Channel 24
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405 113422

Dear Sir,

I am waseem shahid a civil engineer by profession and respectable citizen of islamic republic of Pakistan. On 30.8.2020 one Channel 24 HD was broadcasting in their 
media one of the Matami Jaloos in their channel in which a person was reciting supplication in arabic. While reciting the supplication, a person straightly curses Hazrat 
Abu Sufyan Raziallah anhu and Hazrat Ameer Muawiah Razialla anhu and both are the beloved companions of our beloved Prophet Sallalahu alaihi wassalam.
Being a muslim i am being hurt by the statements of the person whose supplication was broadcasted by Channel 24. The channel was very negligent and irresponsible 
for broadcasting such material which can create sunni and shia riots in future. Therefore, it would be in the best interest of the integrity of Pakistan to revoke the license 
of Channel 24 under Section 30 of PEMRA Ordinance, 2002.

For evidence i am also attaching video proof.

Best Regards,

Name. Waseem Shahid
Cell No.00966537472273
Sent from Yahoo Mail on Android

, email

Channel 24

406 113423
I highly recommend to kindly banned the news 24 channel for broadcasting the live footage of misbehaving and using abusive language against Ashaib-e-Keram(R.A), 
email

Channel 24

407 113424
https://www.facebook.com/100000211021037/posts/4333760786640913/تعاٰلی عنہ کی گستاخانہ ويڈيو چالئی گئی ہے ّٰ  چينل 24 پر حضرت ابو سفيان اور حضرت امير معاويہ رضی 
email ,پيمرا سے گزارش ہے کہ چينل 24 کے خالف قانونی کاروائی کی جائے

Channel 24

408 113425

Dear Sir,

I am advocate by profession and respectable citizen of islamic republic of Pakistan. On 30.8.2020 one Channel 24 HD was broadcasting in their media one of the 
Matami Jaloos in their channel in which a person was reciting supplication in arabic. While reciting the supplication, a person straightly curses Hazrat Abu Sufyan 
Raziallah anhu and Hazrat Ameer Muawiah Razialla anhu and both are the beloved companions of our beloved Prophet Sallalahu alaihi wassalam.
Being a muslim i am being hurt by the statements of the person whose supplication was broadcasted by Channel 24. The channel was very negligent and irresponsible 
for broadcasting such material which can create sunni and shia riots in future. Therefore, it would be in the best interest of the integrity of Pakistan to revoke the license 
of Channel 24 under Section 30 of PEMRA Ordinance, 2002.

For evidence i am also attaching video proof.

Best Regards,

Channel 24

409 113426

Sent from my Huawei phone

-------- Original message --------
From: Zahoor Mughal 
Date: Sun, Aug 30, 2020, 6:46 PM
To: complaints@pemra.gov.pk
Subject: assalamo alaikum in kanjron ko lagam do warna pher hamare mulk ko boht nuqsan ho sakta hai

Sent from my Huawei phone
, email

Channel 24

410 113461

محترم جناب السالم عليکم
چند دن پہلے ايک اہل تشيع عالم نے حضرت ابوبکر صديق رضی هللا عنہ کی شان ميں گستاخی کی ہے جس کی ہم پر زور مذمت کرتے ہيں اور مطالبہ کرتے ہيں کہ ايسے شر انگيز اور فتنہ انگيز شخص 

کو جلد از جلد گرفتار کيا جائے اور اسے سخت سے سخت سزا دی جائے تاکہ ملک ترقی واريت اور فتنہ انگيزی سے بچ جائے 
ّ تعالٰی پہ پاکستان کو ہر فتنے سے بچائے آمين ثم آمين ہماری يہ دعا ہے کہ 

جزاک هللا خير
مہتاب احمد هنگو 

email ,

Channel 24

411 113881
Against Integrity of Armed Forces of pakistan, Complaint said that the News  Reporter Named Irfan Malik (Crime Reporter) channel City-42 aired a fake news without 
searches and investigate any information regarding suicide of a girl. Complaint is serving in FIA cyber Crime Wing and complaint against TV Channel and reporter 
also., please acknowledge, and awaiting feed back in 07 working days.

City -42

412 113475

السالم عليكم !
جناب واال گزارش ہے کہ اسالمی جمہوريہ پاکستان ميں نيوز چينلز کو اتنی زياده آزادی ملی ہوئی ہے کہ وه بہت بيہوده مواد نشر کر رہے ہيں، آپ سے گزارش ہے کہ اس چيز کو جلد از جلد کنٹرول ميں کيا 

ّ پاک کے غضب سے بچ سکيں  جاۓ تا کہ ہم 

email ,

Express News

413 113405 Geo News aired Budha's pictures during Drama and advertisements are against our norms, . Geo Ent.

414 113487

Against Integrity of Armed Forces of pakistan, Against Judiciary, Bring into contempt Pakistan or its people, Contempt of court, Denigrates children , Denigrates men 
or women to have the effect of being independent or derogatory, Detrimental to Ideology of Pakistan, Detrimental to Islamic values, Detrimental to relations of 
Pakistan with other  countries, Extremism, Glorify crime or criminals, Hatred, Pornography, Racialism, Religious Discrimination, Sectarianism, Vulgarity, kindly take 
action, Kindly take action please

Geo Ent.

415 113440

I am being a citizen of Pakistan would like to register a complaint against TV journalists Mr Hamid Mir, Muhammad Malik, Kamran Shahid, Haroon Rasheed and 
Javed Chaudhary who misbehaved with our beloved muslim scholar Maulana Tariq Jameel on main stream media. I would like PEMRA to take strict actions against 
these above mentioned journalists and put a ban on them. So no one would ever dare to hit the sentiments of millions of muslims.

, email

Geo News

416 113490
Following liberalism and making distory  the our new generation and dressing of Host Huma amer shah is not Pakistani and very cheap and sexual kindly take action 
plz, kindly take and investigate and take action as per rules of PEMRA

GNN News

417 113878
Detrimental to Islamic values, Detrimental to relations of Pakistan with other  countries, Encouraging Violence, Extremism, Religious Discrimination, Sectarianism, 
Anchor person of GNN news invites Nimra Ali on morning show and she speak against Hinduism and Hindu faith "Hindu Ki Maya mar Gai" It looks like she promotes 
sectarianism., awaiting feedback within 07 days.

GNN News
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418 113894

Hello!
I was just watching one of Pakistani Channel & I was surprise to see this ad. (20th Sept 2020 07:28PM)

I made little clip for reference(attached with this email).
(This is YouTube video link I found for that full ad https://youtu.be/-1I3PDa9ctU )

I’m wondering how this ad approved & aired on public TV channel in Islamic Republic of Pakistan ? 

Is this type of content allowed by PEMRA? 
Please clarify.
Thanks 

Sent from my iPhone

, email

Public News

419 113410

Aoa sir,
Today SAMMA tv has telecast something, in which a person directly cursed and abused the companion (R.A) of Rasool Allah SAWW by calling his name. I am 
strongly protest against this derogatory act of SAMMA tv. and lodging my complaint this heinous crime. it is requested the concerned authority to take up the issue 
seriously and take action against the predators ASAP.
, email

Samaa TV

420 113477 AIn his prograg they promote Majik and other nagative things which is agianst our culture Samaa TV

421 113896

Hi,

I would like to inform you about samatv advertise.
Today at 11:42pm during program "meri khani, meri zabani" there were add coming "shapeup"..
Please block it urgently and band sama TV for this vulgarity.

P.S don't you people check, before going "on air" these things.

, email

Samaa TV

422 113439
Channel is defaming Dr. Muhammad Yousuf and airing fake news about him., Channel is defaming Dr. Muhammad Yousuf and airing fake news about him.

Sindh TV News

423 113454

Is it Pemra Rules not  clear about the education of a reporter? If they clear then how these channels can nominate these kind of uneducated people specially Star Asia 
News.

These people can have one great Goal thts is Blackmail the people nd get the money. but every time there is not criminal on other side so these uneducated people can 
throw the stone.. 

1. According to our information Javed Iqbal Hanjra (  جاويد اقبال) has not any  equivalent or higher education of BA Journalism.

So we email the star asia office lahore to check the identity of this man we emailed them twice on 13 august and 23 August but they didn't rply even a single email...  
we request the to please provide us any evidence according to right to information act 19-A if he hasn't education according to rules how you people chose him as your 
correspondent in Star Asia News but find no reply

 I sent a court notice to Mr Javid Iqbal Hanjra of Rupees 1 karoor for Fake News on air against me we are also going to send the cout notice to Star Asia News 

 We here raise our voice plese do some action against the Star Asia Channel and ask  that how a channel issue its card when a member not qualify for that post. but if 
he hasn't the proper education..

kindly we have some concern about the channel also tht are they also in list with Javed Iqbal Hanjra to blackmail the people and get the money... 

waiting For your Reply....

with best regards
Riaz Ahmad
03025294811

, email

Star Asia
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